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ABSTRACT
In this thesis, an automated news layout system for newspapers,
utilizing an on-line interactive computer, is presented. The news
layout system accepts news stories, pictures, and ads-dummies as
its primary inputs and automatically produces a page dummy out-
lining each story and picture location with only minimum guidance
required from the user. A particular news layout scheme based on
computer-stored page templates is developed. The template-driven
layout concept allows the user to specify satisfactory page-layout
structures a priori. Then, the computer positioning of individual
stories and pictures is guided effectively, and the probability of
achieving successful layouts is increased. The layout templates,
representing the user-specified layout structures,are described
symbolically utilizing a special news graphic language which
describes the relative positions of news items on the page
without any constraint on their sizes. Through use of the
virtual-page-construction-and-assembly concept, a recursive
layout algorithm places the assigned stories and pictures accord-
ing to the structure specified by the symbolic layout template.
The algorithm is also extended to lay out pages with display-ads
as well. Experimental results of layouts taken from a typical
newspaper show that the template-driven layout scheme is capable of
producing layouts compatible with present manual layout standards,
and indeed is a sound automated approach to the news layout problem.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 GENERAL DISCUSSION
The process of publishing newspapers may be divided into
three functional parts: information collecting including news
and advertising, page formatting, and the actual printing and
distribution. The objective of page formatting is to accept
the news and advertising information of an edition and to pro-
duce a layout (called a dummy) for each page which indicates
in outline form the locations of display-ads, stories, and
pictures. In general, the page-formatting process consists of
three time-sequential phases: newspaper structuring, display-
ads layout, and news layout. This report is concerned solely
with news layout.
In the paper-structuring stage, the number of departments
into which the paper is divided and the number of pages assigned
to each department are determined according to the amount of
display-ads available and certain established rules or policies
pertaining to the news hole -- the remaining space on each page.
These may include policies such as the department structure of
the newspapers, section-size limitations, news-to-ads ratios,
and so forth. Then, the display-ads are located on each page,
and a display-ads dummy is produced. Finally, the stories and
pictures gathered from the wire services or in-house reporters
-14-
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are selected and fitted into the news-hole portions of pages.
Figure 1.1 shows a simplified block diagram of the news-
paper process where the rectangular boxes represent the three
major phases in page formatting. Typical results of executing
the display-ads layout and news layout processes for an 8-column
page, the ads dummy and the page dummy, are depicted in Figs.
1.2(a) and 1.2(b), respectively. In these figures, ads are
identified by the advertisers' names or initials (such as "SEARS"
and "GM") within the ad area, and stories are identified by a
one-word descriptor (such as "OIL", "ECONOMY", and "HIJACKING")
in the headline area. The one-word descriptor is called the
story slug and serves to uniquely identify that story. Pictures
are represented by cross-lined rectangular boxes in the dummy.
Newspaper pictures can be classified into two types: those
associated with a story, and those not associated with a story
(called "independent" or "stand-alone" pictures). In Fig. 1.2(b)
the picture "FORD" is associated with the story "ECONOMY",
while "SPRING-WEATHER" is an independent picture uncorrelated
to any story on the page.
It is important to note that only the outlines of ads,
stories, and pictures are determined during the dummying of the
newspaper. The actual text and picture manipulations such as
story cutting, hyphenation, justification, picture cropping,
and ad composition are handled separately and are not considered
part of the layout process.
-16-
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1.2 THE NEWS-LAYOUT PROBLEM
In the general terms, the news-layout problem is that
of choosing which of the available news materials to print,
on which page it will be printed and where on the page it
will be placed.
At a daily newspaper, news stories and photographs are
collected throughout the day; there may be multiple versions
of the same story and frequent updates. Generally, many more
news items are collected than will fit into the available news-
hole for that day. Therefore, the items must be sorted, re-
viewed, and, most importantly, a subset selected for publica-
tion. Since final story editing and picture cropping are
usually accomplished after their selection, estimates of item
sizes must be used to match the news budget to the available
news hole. Current practice is to layout the pages based on
the estimated sizes and then tailor the stories and pictures
to fit their assigned spaces. In this way, current layout
procedures influence not only the location of news items,
but also their lengths and content.
News layout is complicated by several factors. First,
printed news stories (unlike display ads) are not constrained
to fixed rectangular shapes, but instead the story text can
flow from one column to the next in a wide variety of con-
figurations. This flexibility permits accommodation to various
-19-
news-hole shapes, but it also complicates layout decisions.
For example, if a 16 column-inch story without picture is
specified in an 8-column newspaper, the story can be shaped
into a wide news block 8 columns wide and 2 inches high on
one extreme, or into a tall block 1 column wide and 16 inches
high on the other extreme. On the other hand, if the story
has an associated picture of 2 columns by 4 inches within it,
the story and picture block can only be constructed from the
widest 4 columns by 4 inches to the tallest 2 columns by 8
inches.
A second factor involved in news layout relates to
headlines. Headline sizes and shapes must be determined
during layout and the rules governing this process are not
well defined(1)(2) . A third factor concerns story jumps. A
story sometimes is continued on another page, and when this
occurs, a decision is needed to determine how much of the
story should appear on the initial page.
In addition to these fundamental problems, there are
also a number of constraints dictated by accepted style con-
ventions, some of which are well-founded while others appear
to be a matter of personal taste. One of the basic news lay-
out constraints is that story texts should flow continuously
within the news blocks so that the reader is not confused
when following the story from column to column. Furthermore,
-20-
besides the requirement of a monolithic news block for each
story, the associated pictures within the news block must
not isolate separate text areas from each other. As examples
of layout violating these constraints, story D in Fig. 1.3
has two segments of text area (marked by horizontal shading)
separated by a display ad, and the picture associated with
story E isolates two separate-text areas of E (denoted by
vertical shading), although the overall story-and-picture
envelope is a monolithic block.
Another basic layout constraint concerns the placement
of headlines. Headlines are intended to attract readers'
attention and to summarize the story content. The basic
constraint of the headline location within the news block
is that it must be on the top of the news block. Furthermore,
in order not to confuse the reader, two story headlines cannot
be placed exactly adjacent to each other as illustrated by
the headlines of stories A and B in Fig. 1.3. Also, the
story text must start directly under the left edge of its
headline. Story C in Fig. 1.3 is an example of a violation
of the latter headline constraint. Here the beginning of
the story text is separated from its headline by an associated
picture.
A highly important constraint in news layout is the
-21-
Fig. 1.3 Examples of Non-Acceptable Layouts
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very short time available to produce the news dummies. Time
is critical in the newspaper business. Presses must run on
a tight schedule so that the newspapers can be delivered on
time. Any modification of the finished news-layout dummies
in response to late-breaking news has to be handled quickly
in order not to delay the presses. A short reaction time to
changes is often times difficult to achieve when layout is
performed manually simply because of the numerous items of
data, constraints and human judgements that must be dealt
with. Thus, there is need for an automated approach in which
layout dummies can be produced within a short time and late
changes to the dummies can be accommodated quickly.
1.3 MOTIVATIONS AND OBJECTIVES OF COMPUTERIZED NEWS LAYOUT
Research in computerized news layout, like research in
computerized display layout, is motivated by a desire to in-
crease productivity in the news-layout process through use
of modern technology. In other words, the major research
objective is to reduce the man-hours spent in laying out
the news by automating the process.
A second objective of the research is to speed up the
layout process and provide as much flexibility as possible to
alter layouts, particularly in response to the arrival of
last-moment, late-breaking news stories.
-23-
In light of these objectives, our purpose is to make
the layout process as automatic as possible and consistent
with "aesthetically acceptable" formats. At the same time,
we recognize the difficulty and probable cost of achieving
a completely automated procedure, so that a third objective
of the research is to contrive a system that includes some
human decission-making at a level that makes efficient use
of the decission-maker's time and that is consistent with
his abilities.
Still another objective of a computer-based news-
layout system is to allow newspapers to place more emphasis
on providing useful news information to their readers. In
their present manual layout system, stories and pictures are
very often sized to fit areas designated by the layout man
regardless of the actual story information value. In addition,
'fillers' of little or no information value are used frequently
to 'fill in' fragmented news holes that remain on the pages
after the important stories are placed. With the help of
a computerized news-layout system, it is expected that news-
papers will be able to lay out pages following their pre-
determined story lengths more closely, and thus to provide
readers more useful information for a fixed number of pages.
-24-
1.4 BASIC APPROACHES TO NEWS LAYOUT
News layout procedures may be divided into two broad
categories: manual layout and computer-assisted layout. The
latter method, in turn, may be further delineated in accordance
with the amount of human effort that is involved in conjunction
with the computer. These procedures are described in the
following paragraphs.
1.4.1 Manual Layout
In manual layout, story selection and positioning are
very much dependent on the personal judgement of editors and
creativity of the layout man. For any edition, the editors
have a supply of stories and pictures which could fill the
newshole several time over. Conferring among themselves, they
decide which stories are more important than others and rank
the available news material in a rough order of importance.
Once it is decided which material will go on each page,
the layout man begins his process of fitting and formatting
the selected news items on the pages. Since the layout pro-
cess generally starts well before the final copies of stories
are edited and pictures are cropped, estimates of news-item
sizes must be used in the layout to fit the news material
into available news-hole. Using the estimated sizes, the
layout man draws up his layout dummy which indicates the
-25-
location of each story and picture placed on the page. Then,
the page is composed in accordance with the layout dummy.
1.4.2 Automatic News Layout
One major advantage of a computerized news layout system
is its quick turnaround time in completing a layout. A basic
design goal of the proposed system is to automate as many of
the news layout tasks as possible. Given today's display-
ads dummy, and a budget of news stories and pictures, the
system automatically produces a complete layout and displays
the results a page at a time on a cathode-ray-tube (CRT) ter-
minal showing the exact locations of all items placed on the
pages.
However, it is recognized that in some cases completely
automatic layout results may not be satisfactory, especially
for front pages which are judged more severely. Since the
manual editing capability is provided to override the computer
results when needed, the layout man always maintains control
over the final layout; initial layout results generated by
computers are expected to be at least used as the basis for
editing, even for front pages. For interior pages requiring
less elaborate layouts, automated algorithms can be expected
to quickly lay out the news satisfactorily without any human
assistance.
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There exist some other less automated approaches to
the news-layout problem, utilizing an on-line interactive
computer. Professor Anderson at Brown University has investi-
gated and developed a set of very sophisticated computer-
oriented commands allowing a user to draw and edit his layout
on a CRT terminal.
Brent Longtin in his thesis on news layout has pro-
posed a layout scheme which needs user's assistance for the
placement of most stories.
In a full-page composition system presently under
development (such as the one by Newspaper System Development
Group and its contractors), all the news information (stories,
pictures, and artworks) is kept on-line for editing and
typesetting, and both the display-ads makeup and page-layout
are carried out interactively by editors on a full-page graphic
terminal. At present, in contrast to automatic news layout,
the news layout process in such a full-page composition system
is still done manually on the composition terminal utilizing
computer-oriented layout commands.
Although these are thought of as computer-based news-
layout systems, the above systems are using a computer either
as a sketchpad, or in a heavy user-assisted environment.
Compared to the manual layout, the time saved in a sketchpad
approach, which requires a very elaborate hardware configuration,
-27-
is very limited. Without any significant improvement of
layout time, most newspapers cannot afford the 'luxury' of
changing their sketchpad from pencils and paper to computers
and CRT terminals. Therefore, the use of computer as a sketch-
pad for layout is clearly not the long-term solution to the
problem. A news layout system using a computer should be
designed to utilize the maximum power of a computer in producing
a complete layout dummy, and at the same time provide the
user with complete capability to monitor, edit, and override
the computer-generated results as needed.
1.4.3 Interactive On-line Approach
An on-line interactive approach in which the layout
man has an opportunity to check on progress of the computer
and alter partial results as needed is the approach taken in
this research. Although the basic design philosophy of the
proposed layout system is to automate the layout process as
much as possible, the problem is too complex and the input
conditions are too varied to expect completely satisfactory
computer-generated layouts at all times without human assistance.
In a totally automated system, the user has no control of the
layout, and may have trouble in identifying the causes of an
unsatisfactory layout. Therefore, keeping the maximum degree
of layout automation in mind, an on-line interactive operating
mode between the computer and the user is adopted in news
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layout. That is, several break-points are established after
major steps in the layout so that the user can check inter-
mediate results. If the user is not completely satisfied
with the current results presented by the computer, he may
stop the process and manually modify the results before
continuing. Or, the user may wish to change his original
data bases or policies and then direct the layout process to
restart again. Because of the manual review and possible
manual revision of the computer-generated result, the throughput
time of an interactive layout system is greater than that
achieved by a fully automated batch layout process. However,
in a completely automatic news layout system, it is extremely
difficult to design an algorithm that can produce satisfactory
results for the large variety of input conditions encountered.
If unsatisfactory layouts occur, the inputs must be altered
and the program re-run. Several iterations may be needed
before satisfactory layout are completed. By providing user
review and interaction with the computer at the layout steps
where manual checking of the intermediate results is most
desirable, the automated interactive news layout system will
achieve its maximum productivity with the shortest average
processing time.
-29-
1.4.4 Computer-Oriented News Layout Environment
The objective of a computerized news-layout process is
to devise procedures that are compatible with a computer-
oriented newspaper environment. In light of this goal, manual
procedures that have emerged over the years require critical
examination for their relevancy in the new environment. In
other words, in the research being reported upon here, no
commitment is made to preserve traditional procedures by
simply automating the manual process.
Besides the display-ads dummy showing the ads locations
on pages and the layout policies concerning the story and
picture placement, the basic inputs that are required for the
computerized layout process are these:
(1) Estimated story length (including area for headline)
for each story.
(2) Story length adjustment tolerance --- the longest
or shortest length a story can be increased or
reduced, respectively.
(3) Relative story importance ranking in terms of
numbers.
(4) Fixed dimensions for pictures --- although more
than one set of dimensions could be specified for
each picture representing different cropping and/
or size alternatives for that picture.
(4) Relative picture importance ranking in terms of
numbers.
It is the function of the news-layout computer program
to assign stories to the various pages and to locate the story
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on its assigned page in accordance with the algorithms described
in the report.
The output is a dummy of each newspaper page showing
outlines of story locations. A future research task is to
merge the news-layout program with a display-ads-layout
program that has already been developed, thus yielding a
complete page dummy.
1.5 FORMAT OF THE REPORT
An overview of possibilities for a computerized news-
layout process is presented in Chapter 2. Two layout
schemes -- sequential story/picture placement and a template-
driven method -- are discussed. The template-driven layout
approach is considered superior to the sequential scheme and
is the one chosen for extensive research. The operating
environment of an automated template-driven news-layout
system is described in Chapter 3 from a user's viewpoint.
Chapter 4 discusses how a full-page layout template
can be represented symbolically. A special news graphic
language that utilizes a set of symbolic operators is introduced
and its syntax and semantics are explained. The operators are
used to describe the relative positions of stories and pictures
on a page template. The symbolic representation of the
template based on the news graphic language then guides the
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layout algorithm in positioning individual news items (stories
or photos) assigned to the page.
The layout techniques used for the interpretation of
such a symbolic template description is presented in Chapter 5.
Layout examples utilizing the template-driven news-layout
concept are reported and discussed in Chapter 6.
Fundamental to the template-driven layout scheme is a
computer-stored template library. Chapter 7 includes an
estimate of the size of such a library for a typical newspaper,
and discusses the issues involved in designing and organizing
templates. Finally, Chapter 8 summarizes the results of the
research and suggests some related areas for further research.
CHAPTER 2
DEVELOPMENT OF A NEWS-LAYOUT ALGORITHM
Our investigation of computer-assisted news layout has
provided insights into the capabilities and limitations of
computer algorithms for positioning news stories and pictures
on newspaper pages. As stated in section 1.3, in contrast to
the page-composition systems being developed elsewhere, we
have concentrated our efforts on a highly automated system in
which the computer takes an active role in making layout
decisions, although the system always provides the layout man
an option to override and modify computer-generated results.
Our goal is to maximize productivity by having the computer
perform as much of the layout tasks as practical and to use
human perception and judgement primarily to review and edit
the computer results and to alter results as needed. Our
previous success in applying this concept to display-ads
layout supports this approach.
2.1 NEWS LAYOUT PROCESS
In order to break the problem into a manageable form,
the news-layout process is separated into two phases, story
and picture assignment and page layout. This approach was
-32-
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proposed by Longtin(  . The story and picture assignment
software selects and assigns a subset of available news items
for each page, and the page layout program actually positions
the stories and pictures on the page which they are assigned.
2.1.1 Story and Picture Assignment
The function of story and picture assignment program
is to select a subset of stories (or parts of jumped stories)
and pictures for each page whose total area matches the page
news hole before the news items are actually positioned on the
page. Its purpose is to assure that important news items are
assigned to appropriate pages and to implement other policy
guidelines such as the number of stories contained on certain
pages, picture distribution among the pages, desired jump-from
and jump-to pages, collocating associated stories, and so forth.
The assignment process starts at the front page and works
toward the last page. Stories and pictures with high user-
specified importance ranking are assigned to pages near the
front of the paper. Front-page stories are either pre-specified
or are assigned the topmost priority rating. The assignment
results consist of story and picture budgets for each page.
The results are presented to the editor for review and modi-
fication, so that the editor has the opportunity to evaluate
and modify the news selection by page before the actual layout
process begins.
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It is important to note that the process of breaking a
story into two parts and assigning the parts to two different
pages is handled in the story assignment phase. Thereafter the
forepart of the story and its jumped portion are considered
as two separate stories.
2.1.2 Page Layout
Upon completion of the story assignment phase the news
layout process proceeds to position the assigned news items,
one page at a time.
In an early version of a page-layout algorithm developed
by Robert Polansky(7 ) one story (or picture) was placed at a
time on a page. A rectangular story envelope was constructed
using a desired height-to-width ratio specified by policy in-
puts for that page, and the envelope was placed at a boundary
of the remaining news hole. The algorithm would then shift
the envelope and/or modify its shape in order to eliminate any
overlap with ads or other items previously positioned on the
page. Various constraints and rules were followed to avoid
unsatisfactory layout conditions. The process was repeated
for each story and picture until all items assigned to the
page were placed.
Based on these techniques with minor modification, an
experimental layout system was developed and implemented on
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a general-purpose time-sharing computer. A more detailed
description of the system including the story assignment and
story/picture placement algorithm is included in Appendix A.
The experimental sequential layout system was tested by
inputting a set of news stories and pictures taken from a
local newspaper. The data used in the test and the detailed
layout test results are presented in Appendix B. In general,
the test results of the story-assignment phase were acceptable,
but the layout results indicated some fundamental problems in
the one-item-at-time layout approach.
2.2 THE SEQUENTIAL STORY-PLACEMENT PROBLEM
The experimental evaluation of the sequential layout
algorithm showed that good layout results were usually
achieved on pages with no more than two or three stories and
limited news holes, such as commonly found on many interior
pages, but unsatisfactory layouts occurred too frequently on
pages with large news holes and/or several news items. The
major difficulty in the sequential layout process arises near
the end of the sequence, often times, an irregularly shaped
news hole is created in which the last one or two news items
cannot be placed satisfactorily.
For example, in the layout depicted in Fig. 2.1, the
algorithm places story S1, picture P1, and stories S2, S3, S4,
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in that order, but the remaining news hole (indicated by the
shaded area) is unsuitable for the last story. The news-hole
area matches that of the remaining story, but its shape pre-
cludes an acceptable layout.
Fig. 2.1 Examples of Sequential Layout
Another major problem with the sequential story-place-
ment algorithm is fragmentation of the news-hole. Since there
is no special effort made to keep all unoccupied news areas
contiguous, placement of a story or picture often creates two
or more isolated segments in the remaining news-hole. A more
detailed discussion of these deficiencies and others can be
found in Appendix C.
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To solve these problems, an adaptive layout algorithm
was considered which would look ahead at the remaining news
hole as each story was placed and alter the layout rules in
an attempt to avoid unusable news-hole shapes. However,
because the design of such an algorithm prove to be very diffi-
cult, as discussed in Appendix C, still another approach was
sought.
2.3. TEMPLATE-DRIVEN NEWS LAYOUT
The results from these initial attempts to achieve auto-
mated news layout indicated that the computer needed more in-
formation about the desired overall page layout in order to
position individual items satisfactorily. With such informa-
tion available the overall page structure can be used as a
guide to the construction and positioning of individual story
and picture envelopes. Techniques based on this concept of
using pre-determined page templates have been investigated.
Page templates were used in the initial sequential layout
algorithm, but only on pages containing pictures, as described
in Appendix A. There the templates were used as part of a
tentative layout process designed to provide a balanced dis-
tribution of pictures on the page. However, the tentative
layout only affected the sequence in which items were placed
on the page, and in practice, had a relatively minor influence
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on the final layout results. In the template-driven system
proposed here, the final layout is controlled more rigorously
by the selected template.
2.3.1 All-Inclusive Template Library
Two methods for using templates to control news layout
have been investigated. One method is to define full-page
templates in such a way that all the news items (stories and
pictures) and ads, are precast on the template. That is,
each template represents an acceptable page layout for a given
set of news stories, pictures, and ads, and the template des-
cription includes the exact location for each story, picture,
and ad. The template library would represent various combi-
nations of different numbers of stories and pictures, different
story areas and picture dimensions, various ads dummies, and
perhaps several layout styles for each of the previous com-
binations.
Fig. 2.2 depicts three examples of such precast tem-
plates, each with four stories (S1 to S4) and one stand-alone
picture P. Note that the only differences between the template
in Fig. 2.2(a) and Fig. 2.2(b) are the sizes of stories S3 and
S4. Although everything else is the same, Fig. 2.2(a) and (b)
are treated as two different templates.
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Fig. 2.2 Examples of Precast Layout Templates
If the existence of a very large computer-stored
library of precast templates describing all acceptable layouts
for all combinations of stories, pictures, and ads that are
likely to be encountered is assumed, the page-layout process
is reduced to the selection of a proper template from the
library. The selection is based on matching the stories and
pictures assigned to the page, regarding their number and size,
to the corresponding items on the templates. A certain tolerance
on the size difference (for example, 10 percent) is allowed
because an exact match of each story size is very unlikely
P
S1
S3
S2
S4
P
S1
S2
S3
S4
and in fact unnecessary. If the difference is small, leading
can be used to adjust the story size to the layout space,
and an actual story size change can be avoided.
Thus, the layout algorithm using a precast template
is basically a template selection or matching process. The
success of such a layout scheme relies heavily on the pre-
formatting of an appropriate template library. The template
library must be sufficiently large to include all possible
combinations of different numbers of stories and pictures,
story and picture sizes, ads dummies, and layout patterns.
In other words, the library must contain templates with various
numbers of stories and pictures, and for each number of stories
and number of pictures there must be an assortment of templates
with various sets of item sizes. Obviously, this leads to a
very large template library.
The total number of templates required for news layout
utilizing a preformatted template library is estimated to be
in the order of 105 to 106. This estimate is derived from the
product of the numbers of different possibilities for typical
layout styles, ads dummies, story and picture sizes, and
story and picture counts. It is estimated that the average
* This is a term carried over from hot-type printing press
where extra pieces of metal are inserted to control the
spacing between lines or characters.
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computer-storage space needed per template is seventy-two
words (eight stories or pictures with eight words for recording
coordinates of each item and one word for its size); thus, a
precast library with 105 templates can be stored on a medium
size disk unit such as the IBM 2314 disk drive which has
storage capacity of 58 x 106 words on an 8-pack unit. The
analysis suggests that with current technology digital storage
of an all-inclusive template library is feasible.
However, the main obstacle of such a simple layout
scheme is the process needed to generate 105 templates. It
is very unlikely that a general algorithm could be designed
to create acceptable templates automatically for all newspapers
because of the significant differences in their overall layout
policies and styles. Therefore, the template library is not
sharable generally among newspapers, and most newspapers would
have to generate and maintain its own template library.
To generate 105 templates manually is a formidable task.
One solution is to build up the library gradually for the
daily newspaper over a period of time as entries in the tem-
plate library. However, a calculation shows that it takes
approximately seven years to accumulate 105 templates from an
average daily forty-page newspaper, assuming no duplication
of layouts on any pages throughout that time span.
The size of the required template library is a serious
drawback to the feasibility of this approach for a template-
driven layout system. Hence, an alternative scheme is needed
which requires only a small library of a few hundred or so
templates.
2.3.2 Symbolic Representation of Page Templates
The second technique for representing full-page templates
which has been investigated in depth is based on a symbolic
news graphics language. With this language, templates are
described symbolically by the relative positions between news
items rather than their fixed coordinates on the page, and
each template can be applied to the news-layout process with-
out matching story and picture sizes. For example, the layout
templates depicted in Fig. 2.2(a), (b), and others with the
same basic layout "structure" are represented by a single
template utilizing the symbolic template description.
This greatly reduces the total number of templates
needed in the library while still retaining the needed layout
guidance in the template structure, and makes the implemen-
tation of a template-driven system attractive. A complete
discussion of the news graphic language and its application to
symbolic-template description is presented in-Chapter 4.
CHAPTER 3
OPERATING ENVIRONMENT FOR A TEMPLATE-DRIVEN NEWS-LAYOUT SYSTEM
The operating environment for a computerized news layout
system is different from that of present manual systems. This
chapter presents an overview of the proposed template-driven
layout system from a user's point of view. The emphasis here
is on how he employs the system to lay out newspaper pages.
In section 3.1 we present an external view of the system
and describe what a user does when he makes a layout with
the proposed template-driven techniques. Then, in section 3.2
there is a discussion of an overall internal structure of the
layout system in terms of various data bases that the system
is composed of and their relationship with the layout process.
The details and specific techniques used to carry out the
layout task are presented in subsequent chapters.
3.1 USER'S OVERVIEW OF THE NEWS LAYOUT PROCEDURES
Assuming the existence of an operational news-layout
system utilizing the proposed computerized template-driven
layout concepts, a user performs the layout task through a
sequence of interactive dialogues with the system via a
Cathode-Ray-Tube (CRT) terminal. The sequence of events is
described in the next several paragraphs.
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3.1.1 Data Review and Inputs
The user initiates the layout task for a newspaper
edition by first reviewing the data that have been already
entered into the system such as the previously prepared
ads-dummy and the news data for that edition. Fig. 3.1 (a)
illustrates a typical ads-dummy for a page, as displayed on
the CRT terminal. The dummy outlines the position for each
display-ad located on the page, and for each ad there is
shown in the upper left corner the advertiser's name, ad di-
mensions, and the coordinates of the ad.
At this point, the news data that have been stored in
the system can be called up for review; the data include the
slug and the estimated size for each story, and the caption
and the dimensions for each picture.
The major purpose of the news-data review is to allow
the news editor to rank the stories and pictures according to
their importance. Upon completion of his review, an integer
representing importance ranking is assigned to those more
important stories and pictures; and the number is entered
into the system by the editor. Note that it is not necessary
to assign an importance to every news item in the data base.
Those not ranked would be considered to have a default value
of low ranking. The numbering scheme we have chosen is this:
SEARS
(3., 30)
(3,30)
AD
(3,60)
(6 60)
AD
(a) Display-Ads Dummy (b) News-Layout Dummy
Fig. 3.1 Typical Layout Dummies on a CRT Terminal
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the larger the number, the less important is the news item.
In other words, the highest ranking stored is labelled 1.
Another operation a user can carry out at this time is
the pre-assignment of stories and pictures. Stories and
pictures can be pre-assigned to a specified page by entering
their desired page numbers from the layout terminal. This
facilates a partial manual story and picture assignment on
pages where tighter editorial control is desirable, such as
the front pages of Various departments. Furthermore, those
pictures associated with news stories and those stories
associated with each other are also tagged during the news
review phase. After the data review and inputs are completed,
the story and picture assignment process can be initiated.
3.1.2 Story and Picture Assignment
The assignment process accepts news data as inputs
and automatically assigns stories and pictures to each page
of the edition. The computer-generated results, consisting
of a news budget which matches the available news-hole for
each page of the paper, is presented to the news editor in
tabular form for his review. The results are presented in
a page-by-page format, and for each news item assigned to
the page results typically consist of the story slug or
picture caption, actual size being assigned to the page,
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jump-to or jump-from page number, and story-picture association.
If the editor is not completely satisfied with the
computer-generated assignment results, he may either manually
modify the results from the terminal, or change his original
news data (such as the importance ranking and size specifica-
tion for certain stories and pictures) and direct the assign-
ment process to restart. After the story and picture assign-
ment results are considered satisfactory, the page-layout
process is initiated.
3.1.3 Page Layout
In the page-layout process, the stories and pictures
assigned to pages are placed in the positions they will
occupy on the page. The layout task is done page-by-page.
For each page the layout editor can either manually pick a
layout template from the template library or he may wish to
let the system automatically select a template according to
some pre-determined template-selection algorithm. After the
template is specified, the layout process for the page is
carried out automatically and if performed successfully, a
news dummy whose structure conforms to that of the selected
template is produced. Figure 3.1 (b) depicts a sample news-
layout dummy for a page where the location and identifier of
each story and picture are outlined.
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If an acceptable layout can not be achieved with that
template, an attempt is made by the layout system using
another template, either manually picked or automatically
selected, and so forth, until an acceptable layout is obtained.
Should none of the templates stored in the library produce
an acceptable result, the layout process stops; the layout
editor must then re-direct the layout of the page by either
entering a new template from the terminal console or changing
the stories and/or pictures assigned to the page in order to
eliminate the layout bottleneck. If the computer achieves a
layout acceptable within the algorithm constraints but the
results are not completely satisfactory, the layout editor
may use the computer-generated layout as basis for further
manual editing on the CRT. After a satisfactory layout is
achieved for that page, the layout editor directs the layout
process to the next page until all the pages are laid out.
Since the complete layout procedure outlined above has
been presented primarily from a user's point of view, no
effort has been made at this point to describe the actual
algorithms used by the system to perform the various layout
tasks. In order to provide insight into how such a system is
organized, there is presented in next section an internal
overall structure of the template-driven layout system which
shows the required data bases and their contents.
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It is evident from the preceding discription that the
template-driven news-layout system is a highly automated system.
It allows, however, for page-by-page approval of layout results
and the possibility for manual intervention should the layout
editor wish to override the system.
3.2 OVERALL STRUCTURE OF THE LAYOUT SYSTEM
Figure 3.2 shows the overall system structure and data
bases for a computer-based template-driven news-layout system.
Three data files, Display-Ads Dummy, News Data, and Story
Assignment Policy, are required for the story- and picture-
assignment process. The Display-Ads Dummy File contains the
outlines of all ad locations on the pages, as well as the
structural information of the paper such as the number of
departments in the edition and the pages assigned to each
department. The information about stories and pictures for
the day, from both wire services and local editors is stored
in the News Data File. For each story, this information
includes the slug, the relative-importance ranking of the
story as specified by the editor, the estimated story length
with maximum allowable tolerance for reduction or expansion,
and the associated picture(s) if any. For stand-alone pic-
tures, the information contains the picture slug, the relative-
importance ranking, and the fixed dimensions of the pictures
(more than one set of dimensions can be specified).
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Fig. 3.2 Overall Structure of the Automatic News Layout System
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An important system-design feature is the separation
of the news-layout policies or rules from the layout process.
The story assignment and template-selection rules which in-
fluence the story/picture selection and the placement of
stories and pictures are not buried in the news-layout algo-
rithm. Instead, as whown in Fig. 3.2 these policies are
treated as files which can be designed by the editors to suit
their own style; as such, they may be modified at any time
without requiring any modification of the news layout programs.
The story-assignment policies guide the determination
of how many and which stories and pictures are assigned to
each page without regard to their locations on the page.
Examples of story-assignment policies are these: the desired
ranges of the number of stories and of the picture percentage
on certain pages, the leading percentage, and the rules con-
cerning the jumping of stories such as the specification of
non-jump-from or non-jump-to pages, and the desirable jump-
to pages.
The story-and-picture assignment algorithm accepts as
inputs the Display-Ads Dummy, News Data, and Story Assignment
Policies; and automatically produces a News-Budget File which
contains, for each page, a list of stories and pictures whose
total area matches the available news-hole for the page.
As shown in Fig. 3.2, the News Budget File together with the
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Template Library and Template Selection Policy serve as inputs
to the page-layout process where the assigned stories and
pictures are actually placed.
The Template Library File contains full-page layout
templates designed by a particular newspaper to reflect its
own layout style and preference. The templates describing
the desired layout structure of news items on the page are
represented symbolically, utilizing a set of operators. As
a result, the layout templates can be entered or edited
very easily from a terminal console with special user-designated
functional keys. When selected for layout of a given page,
a template is used as a structural guide for the placement of
the assigned stories and pictures.
In general, several templates are defined in the Template
Library representing different possible layout structures
with the same number of stories and pictures on the page.
The template-selection rules establish the priority among
this subset of templates when automatically selecting a tem-
plate for layout. The template with the highest priority
assigned to it is tried first as a structural guide in the
story and picture placement process. If a satisfactory lay-
out result can not be achieved with that template, an attempt
is made with the next priority template, and so forth until
a satisfactory layout is obtained or no more templates are
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available with the appropriate combination of stories and
pictures. Allowing the layout editor to specify template
priority provides the editor with control over the sequence
of selected templates to be tried in the page-layout process.
It is important to note that the Story-Assignment-
Policy File and Template-Selection-Policy File, as well as
the Template Library, are considered as permanent data files.
In general, they are always on hand and available when the
actual news-layout process begins. Since they represent a
particular newspaper's style and policy, no major modifica-
tions are made to these files from day to day. On the other
hand, Display-Ads Dummy and News Data Files are temporary in
nature and change from one edition to another.
Fundamental to the proposed template-driven layout
system is the capability of describing layout templates sym-
bolically. With symbolic-template representations, the
number of templates required for a template library can be
reduced dramatically. In the next chapter, there is presented
a symbolic news graphic language based on a set of relational
operators. Utilizing such operators, one is able to represent
a desired layout template symbolically by describing the re-
lative positions of news items on the page.
CHAPTER 4
SYMBOLIC NEWS GRAPHIC LANGUAGE
In this chapter a news-graphics language is described
which is utilized to define page templates in a template-
driven news-layout system. In contrast to a precast-template
approach (described in section 2.2) where absolute locations
and sizes of all news items are specified, this language per-
mits templates to be specified by the relative positions of
news items on the page. Its major advantage is that the
number of templates can be reduced several orders of magnitude
compared to the number required in precast-template system.
Following a discussion of the motivation for a symbolic
representation of templates in section 4.1, the symbolic
operators on which the news graphic language is based are
introduced in section 4.2 as the basis of the language. A
formal discussion of the language syntax, including its
grammar, is presented in section 4.3. Initially, the discussion
is restricted to pages with full-page news holes, but the
concepts are extended for application to pages with display-
ads in section 4.4.
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4.1 MOTIVATION FOR SYMBOLIC REPRESENTATION OF LAYOUT TEMPLATES
Figure 4.1 illustrates three of the many possible tem-
plates with the same basic structure, number of stories S,
and number of pictures P, but with different combinations
of story and picture sizes. Notice that by merely changing
two story sizes in the template in Fig. 4.1(a) (increasing
story size Sl and reducing story size S2) a new template
shown in Fig. 4.1(b) is created although everything else
remains the same. Similarly, a third template is required
to define the layout in Fig. 4.1(c), since alternations in
the sizes of the stories have been made. Note, however, that
(a) (b)
Fig. 4.1 Templates with the Same Basic Layout Structure
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the relative positions of the stories have not been altered.
Obviously, the template library could be reduced greatly if
all the layouts in Fig. 4.1 plus others with the same basic
layout "structure" could be represented by a single layout
template.
Therefore, the object is to use only structural infor-
mation on the template to guide the layout so that a rela-
tively small number of templates can be used , but still
provide effective control of the layout of individual news
items on the page. Through use of this type of template re-
presentation the story-placement algorithm receives adequate
guidance, but it is not constrained by the areas of items
on the template.
However, in absence of the story and picture areas, a
template can no longer be described by specifying the coor-
dinates of corners for each item on the page. Thus, the
problem is how to represent the two-dimensional geometric
information of news items on a layout template; that is, a
formal mechanism is needed to describe the relative geometric
* In section 7.2, it is estimated that the template library
needed for news layout can be reduced from the order of 106
templates to a few hundred templates for a typical medium-
size newspaper by using symbolic template definitions rather
than exact precast templates.
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information of a template, such as the one in Fig. 4.1. Here
the layout calls for a picture (Pl) at the upper left corner
with two stories (Sl and S2) to its right, and one narrower
(with respect to the horizontal dimension of the picture)
story (S3) beneath it, and so forth.
In order to represent formally the structural informa-
tion of a layout template, a set of basic operators express-
ing the geometric relationship among items on the template
is developed. The explanation of these relational operators
along with their usage is presented in the next section.
4.2 RELATIONAL OPERATORS AND THEIR USAGE
In this section, a set of binary symbolic operators are
developed which are used to described the relative positions
of two adjacent news items (stories or pictures) on layout
templates.
Through utilization of the proposed relational operators,
a wide range of commonly encountered newspaper layouts can
then be represented symbolically. This section defines each
relational operator introduced and illustrates their usage in
composing a symbolic description for templates with more than
two news items. The news items connected by a relational
operator are called "operands", and an infix notation is
adopted in which the operator appears between its two operands.
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In accordance with their usage, binary relational
operators can be classified into three groups: basic, embedded,
and extended.
4.2.1 Basic Operators
Operators used to indicate the adjacency, either
vertical or horizontal, of two news items with the same
dimension at their common edge are designated as basic
operators. There are two basic operators denoted by the
symbols = and II . The interpretation of these operators is
as follows:
-- This is a vertical-construction operator; it indicates
that one operand is positioned above the other.
A = B means that news item A is on top of news item
B, and A and B are of the same width at their
common edge. Examples of this vertical construction
are depicted in Fig. 4.2(a).
jJ This is a horizontal-construction operator; it
indicates that its operands are beside each
other. A II B means the news item A and B are
next to each other, and A and B have the same
height at their common boundary. Examples of
this horizontal construction are depicted in
Fig. 4.2(b).
The symbols = and jI have been chosen because they provide
an easily recognized portrayal of the relative positions of
the operands in each case.
A A A A
B B B [
(a) A B
IC
AB A B AB
(b) A II B
of Basic-Operator ConstructionsFig. 4.2 Configurations
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4.2.2 Embedded Operators
Operators used to indicate that one news item is nested
at the corner of another item are classified as embedded
operators. Figure 4.3(a) depicts such a construction where
one operand (item B) is embedded in the upper right corner
of the other operand (item A). Note that the areas of both
operands are required to be rectangular in shape. Three
operators of this type are defined in Fig. 4.3(b). The
fourth possibility, with B in the upper left corner, represents
an unacceptable layout for story A, since the headline can
not cover the left portion of the story area. As indicated
in Fig. 4.3(b), the symbols used to represent the three
acceptable templates are [--, E , and [- .
The five operators conprising the basic and embedded
classifications can be used together to describe templates
with more than two items with the help of parentheses
indicating the precedence of the operators. Thus, P1 II
(Sl = S2) means that story Sl is directly above story S2,
and the combination is adjacent to picture Pl. Figure 4.4
illustrates how a complete page template such as that in
Fig. 4.1 can be defined by combining expressions representing
page sectors. Figure 4.4(c) is the full page structure to
be described. The upper portion of the page template is
shown in Fig. 4.4(a) and is defined, already illustrated,
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(a) Construction of AEC B
A
B
A s BA[B
A
(b) Definitions of Embedded Operators
Fig. 4.3 Embedded Set of Operators
A [2 B
S1
S2
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S= S2
S2
P1 II( Sl=S2 )
(a)
S4
S 4
s5 11?6 isy)
S 6 S7
(Pll1( Sl=S2))=(S3 11 (S+=(S511P6 IIS7)))
(c)
s+
S3
55 6 S7
s3 II(s4=(s5 IIP6 IIS7))
(b)
Fig. 4.4 Formation of a Template Description
P1\,F
S3
53
• - !
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by the expression:
P1 jl ( Sl= S2 ) (1)
The lower portion of the page is shown in Fig. 4.3(b) and
is defined by
S3 II ( S4 = ( s5 j1 P6 II S7 ) ) (2)
Through combination of the expressions (1) and (2), the
symbolic representation of the complete page structure is
thus derived as :
( P1 j ( Sl =s2 ) ) = ( S3 II( s4- ( s5 II P6 11 s7 ) ) ) (3)
The kind of template that can be described with the
five basic and embedded relational operators is limited because,
in order to be able to apply these operators, adjacent news
items must have the same dimension along their line of
contiguity. Hence, it is not possible to represent the
commonly encountered news structure such as the one depicted
in Fig. 4.5 where two news items A and B are of different
heights. Therefore, the operator set must be expanded to
accommodate this case.
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Fig. 4.5 News Items with Different Heights
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4.2.3 Extended Operators
The extended set of operators are used to describe the
layout structure of two news items with different dimensions
along their line of commonality. There are eight possible
extended operators and their definitions are as follows:
rl and $I
If and |I[
-* and L=
zi and 5_
These have the same meaning as the basic horizontal
construction operator, fj , except that the left-
hand item is taller than the right-hand item at
their common edge. The arrows indicate the direc-
tions in which the left-hand item is elongated,
as illustrated in Fig. 4.6(a).
These have the same meaning as the above two
operators except that the right-hand item is taller
than the left-hand item, as shown in Fig. 4.6(b).
These have the same meaning as the basic vertical-
construction operator, = , except that the left-
hand item is wider than the right-hand item at
their common edge. The arrows indicate the directions
in which the left-hand item is widened as illustrated
in Fig. 4.6 (c).
These have the same meaning as preceding two opera-
tors except that the right-hand item is wider than
the left-hand item, as shown in Fig. 4.6(d).
With the availability of these additional eight operators,
we can now describe symbolically a wide range of commonly
used layouts. For example, the templates in Fig. 4.7(a) and
(b) can be expressed as
A
A flB
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7]
(a)
A ItB
(b)
(c)
A4I B
A 14B
AB
B
A -__B
(d)
Extended Set of OperatorsFig. 4.6
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= A' (4)
and
B It c (5)
respectively. By substituting the items in (5) for item A'
in (4), we obtain the symbolic expression for the template
in Fig. 4.7(c) as
A ( B ItC ).
Similarly, the template of Fig. 4.7(d) is represented by
(A B ) II C.
A
_rB C
(a) (b)
A A
B C B
(c) (d)
Fig. 4.7 Applications of Extended Set of Operators
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Fig. 4.8 depicts the step-by-step derivation of the expression
for the full-page template illustrated in Fig. 4.8.(c).
Figure 4.9 shows several additional examples of layout templates,
along with their corresponding symbolic representations. These
examples indicate that the set of thirteen relational operators
are capable of describing a wide spectrum of complicated layout
template structure, and are relatively simple to use.
4.2.4 Relational-Operator Types
The thirteen relational operators may also be classified
by the types of constructions the operators represent. The
three types of construction are: vertical construction where
one news item is on top of another, horizontal construction
where one item is next to another, and embedded construction
where one item is embedded into the other.
According to these classifications, operators
are classified as vertical-construction operators. Similary
are classified as horizontal operators, and LiE, 511 , , are
embedded construction type.
In a template expression containing the same type of
operators, it is not necessary to use the parentheses to indicate
the precedence of constructions.
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(a)
S3 S2FS4
'I,
s3
S2
S4
sl = ( s3 t (s2 S4) )
(c)
S3 It (S2F S4)
(b)
Formation of Template Description Using Extended Operators
S1
S2
s3
Fig. 4.8
Si II ( 52 = (3 SB ,4-))
(a)
S1
S3
S2
S4
s5
S I = ( S2 If ( S3 = CS4~lS)))
(c)
Fig. 4.9 Examples of Templates and Their Symbolic Descriptions
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S2
s3
Sl
S4
Sl= 6)
(b)
( sill (P2=S2))= ((( 3 s4-) P)16 )
(d)
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That is, template expression
A =- ( B -C )
and
( A B )--C
have the same interpretation and can be expressed as
A = B ±C
without the parentheses.
However, for template expressions with operators of
different types, parentheses are required to be used to
indicate the desired precedence. In other words, template
expression
A jl B = C
is ambiguous, and has to be expressed explicitly as either
( A II B ) C
or
A 11 ( B =C ).
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4.3 SYNTAX OF NEWS GRAPHIC LANGUAGE
Having defined the set of relational operators and
discussed informally their usage in composing symbolic template
description for templates with more than two news items, we
now discuss the syntax of the news graphic language in a formal
manner.
In general, an artificial language is a subset of the
set of all possible strings constructed by concatenating
symbols from the specified language alphabet. In other words,
a language does not include all possible strings on its
alphabet. The elements belonging to the subset of strings
are called "sentences" or "legal strings" of the language.
In the case of the proposed news graphic language, all
the symbolic template descriptions presented in the previous
section are considered as "legal templates", although we have
not rigorously defined the language syntax. We have illustrated
the generation of such template descriptions primarily through
examples and informal explanations of the language syntax.
This informal approach is adequate if we are only concerned
with the generative aspect of the symbolic representation for
--------------------------------------------------------------
* An artificial languages is a language which is designed
according to certain user-specified rules for communicating
ideas or expressing notions.
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a desired layout template. However, the purpose of developing
the news language is not only to express the layout structure
of news items symbolically but also to use the symbolic tem-
plate expression as a structural guide in the placement of
stories and pictures on pages. As the result, a formal syntax
specification of the news-graphic-language syntax is necessary
in order to enable the layout process to recognize the
validity of a given symbolic-template representation and then
to interpret it properly. With such a formal syntax speci-
fication, which rigorously defines the syntactical relationship
among the basic language constructs, one can then parse the
template description into a proper syntactical equivalent
form suitable for interpretation later in the layout process.
Therefore, a formal language syntax description of
each basic language-construct is presented in detail in this
section. A particular notation, namely Backus-Normal-Form,
is adopted as a grammatical tool to specify the language
syntax; and an introduction to such notation is included in
Appendix D.
4.3.1 Relational Operators
We begin the dicussion of our language syntax with the
simplest and previously well-defined language construct, the
relational operators. In our case, there are thirteen rela-
tional operators, and their syntax, as well as semantics, is
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defined in section 4.2. The operators are listed below
according to their construction types:
vertical construction : - ,& , , , ;
horizontal construction : Jj , Ii , , , ; and
embedded construction : [], Ei, tB.
Hence, in terms of Backus-Normal-Form (BNF), the grammar
for the language construct "relational operator" can be
expressed by the following production rule:
<Relational Operator> ":= -I 2 /t -- [ C--I-ED o
I I ~I $ ] l (rule 1)
4.3.2 News Items
Thus far, news items (stories or pictures) have been
represented by user-designated arbitrarily distinctive symbols.
But, in order to allow the symbolic template description to
convey more information about the layout templates, some
restrictions on the symbols representing news items have
to be imposed.
Besides representing the desired layout structure, a
symbolic description has to be able to distinguish stories
from pictures and furthermore to identify any story-picture
associations. Moreover, the relative importance ranking of
various news items on the template is also desirable for
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inclusion in the template description.
As the result, "news items" are restricted to be two-
part symbols. The first part of the news-item symbols is
constrained to be either "S" denoting a story item, or "P"
denoting a picture item. The second part of the news-item
symbol is restricted to be positive integer numbers denoting
the relative importance ranking of the described news items.
The importance of items is assigned by users, and the smaller
the integer numbers, the more important the news item.
Furthermore, a story and its associated picture is denoted by
assigning the same number in the second part of the symbol
for both story and its associated picture.
As an example, the symbolic representation of the
template shown in Fig. 4.4(c)
( Pl II ( Sl = S2 ) ) =-( S3 II ( S4 ( S5 II P6 II 7 ) ) )
not only describes the layout structure of the template as
depicted in the figure, but also indicates that:
(a) News items S1, S2, S3, 34, S5, and S7 are story
items with S1 being the most important story item,
S2 next, etc;
(b) News items P1, and P6 are picture items while P1
is associated with story item S1, and P6 is a
stand-alone picture less important than P1.
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In BNF notation, the syntax of the language construct
"news item" can be expressed by the following production rules:
<News Item> ::= S <Number> I P <Number>
<Number>
<Digit>
::= <Digit> I <Digit> <Number>
::= 1 2 3 14 15 16 17 18 19
(rule 2)
(rule 3)
(rule 4)
Note that rule (3) can be recursive; this enables users to
generate integer numbers consisting of more than one digit.
For example, news item "S16" can be generated by the application
of rule (2) first, then the recursive option of rule (3), the
non-recursive option of rule (3), and finally rule (4).
The syntax tree for the language construct "S16" is shown
in Fig. 4.10 where the numbers at the upper right corners
of each intermediate node indicating the production rule
being applied to generate its subnodes.
The definition of "news items" can be further extended
to include those symbolic-template expressions enclosed by
a pair of parentheses. For example, the top part of the page
* Syntax tree is a tree diagram which describes the syntax, or
structure of a language construct showing how the construct
can be generated from the production rules. At each appli-
cation of production rules, the left-hand side of the rule
is designated as a root node in a subtree (or tree) and the
different elements in the right-hand side as its subnodes.
If a string can be derived by constructing a syntax tree
according to the specified language grammar, then the string
is considered as a legal string of the language.
<news item> rule 2)
<number>(rule 3)<number>
<digit>(rule 4) <number>(rule 3)
1 <digit>(rule 4)
6
Fig. 4.10 Syntax Tree for News Item Construct "S16"
template shown in Fig. 4.4(a) is expressed by
P1 II ( S1 =S2 )
which means that the picture item P1 is in parallel with
another news element, namely (S-- = S2). In this expression,
news element (Sl= S2) is treated as a more elaborate news
item serving as the second operand of the horizontal operator
II. The symbolic expression within the parentheses which
describes a sub-template structure is generally called a
"news expression".
Therefore, the production rule (2) for the "news item"
construct is extended to be as follows:
<News Item> ::= S <number> I P <number> I( <News Expression> )
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The new construct "news expression" is formally defined in
the following sub-section.
4.3.3 News Expressions
A "news expression" is a sequence of "news items" and
"relational operators" in the following form:
news) (relational) (news) (relational) (news) (news
item operator ] item) operator ) item) ..... item)
where all the relational operators are required to be the
same type as defined in section 4.2.4 and all news items in
the expression must be distinctive. According to the above
definition, Sl II S2, Sl =PI =-S2, and Sl II S2 ItS3 are
examples of news expressions; while Sl II Sl, and Sl II S2 =S3
are not because the former has two identical news items and
the latter contains operators of different types.
Again, the syntax of news expression can be defined in
BNF notation as follows:
E xNews <~= /News\ Relational /News
<Expres sion Item/ Operator/ Item/
<News\ Relational\ News (rule 6)
<Item/ \Operator/ Expression/
As an example of news-expression generation using
rule (1) through (6), consider Fig. 4.11. It depicts a
complete syntax tree for the news expression Sl =S2. Note
that production rules (2) and (5) for the constructs "news item"
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<news expression> (5 )
<new item> <relational operator> <news item>
S <num er> S <numr>
<digit> <digit>
1 2
Fig. 4.11 Syntax Tree for News Expression "S1=S2"
and "news expression", respectively, are recursive. A news
expression enclosed by a pair of parentheses can also be
regarded as a compound news item by production rule (2) and
used to construct another more complex news expression. For
example, S1 = S2 is a news expression by definition; adding
parentheses on both sides of it forms a compound news item
(S1 =S2), which can be used as the second operand of another
operator II to form the news expression P1 I (Sl1 S2).
Figure 4.12(a) depicts a complete syntax tree for the
above expression which proves that Pl II (S1 -- S2) is indeed
a legal news expression. An equivalent compact version of
the syntax tree is depicted in Fig. 4.12(b); here,all the
-80-
<news expression>
<news item>
P <number>
1
1
ope r <newsitem>
<news expression>
<news item> <relationa> <news item>
operator
<number> - S <numb e r>
(a) Complete Syntax Tree
P1 ( 11
S1 S2
(b) Compact Syntax Tree
Fig. 4.12 Syntax Tree for News Expression "PI II(S1=S2)"
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intermediate language constructs (enclosed by brackets "< >")
have been eliminated. Since the compact syntax tree is much
simpler in form but still preserves the syntax structure
it represents, in later discussions only the compact tree
is used to depict language-construct generation.
As an example of more complicated news-expression
generation, Fig. 4.13(a) depicts the compact syntax tree for
the layout template expression given in Eq. (2) of section
4.2.2 :
S3 I ( 54 =( s5 II P6 Is? ) )
Through construction of syntax trees for basic expressions,
it is obvious that the precedence of different type operators
in an expression is implied in the tree structure; a higher
tree level implies a lower precedence. As the result, the
parentheses indicating the desired operator precedence can be
eliminated from the syntax trees without losing any syntax
information. Figure 4.13(b) depicts an equivalent syntax
tree without showing the parentheses. The simplified syntax
tree in Fig. 4.13(b) contains essentially all the syntax (or
structure) information about the above expression.
---------------------------------------------------
* The tree level is defined by saying that the root has level 1,
and other subnodes have a level that is one higher than
their ancestors.
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( II )
c ;5 II
s7
(a)
sII
s3
S4
/5IS5 II
S7
(b)
Fig. 4.13 Syntax Tree for News Expression "S3 II (S4=(S5 llP6 IS7))"
S
sS4
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4.3.4 Layout Templates and Complete Language Specification
We can now formally define the syntax of symbolic
layout representations and the legitimacy of news layout
templates. By the syntax definition, a "layout template" is
a "news expression" just defined. In other words, layout
templates can be defined by the following BNF production rule:
<Layout Template> ::= <News Expression> (rule 7)
Therefore, the expressions
P1 II ( S1 = S2 )
and
s3 I ( 54 =( s5 II P6 11 S7 ) )
in the previous section can also be considered as templates
by themselves. The combined expression
( Pl I ( S1 =S2 ) ) = ( S3 II ( s4 =-(s5 II P6 S7 ) ) )
which describes the layout structure depicted in Fig. 4.4(c)
is also a news expression by the syntax definitions and thus
is regarded as a layout template. A complete simplified
syntax tree for the above expression is depicted in Fig. 4.14.
Success achieved in constructing such a syntax tree according
to the specified production rules further proves that the
expression is indeed a legitimate layout-template representation.
As additional examples of the legitimacy of the templates
illustrated in section 4.2, Fig. 4.15 shows the corresponding
P1
Sl
11s7
S7
Fig. 4.14 Syntax Tree for Layout Template in Fig. 4.4(c)
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S3
S2 S4
s5
P6
P6
II
S1
S2 CB
S3 S4
4
P3 5
(a)
Sl
S2 S1
P2 S2 P5
s5
s3 S4
(d)
Fig. 4.15 Syntax Trees for Layout Templates in Fig. 4.9
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s3
s4
(c)
s6
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syntax trees for each of the layout templates depicted in
Fig. 4.9. The constructed syntax trees not only prove the
validity of template descriptions but also are used later
in the layout process as structural guides for the actual
placement of stories and pictures assigned to the pages.
In summary, we have completed the task of defining the
syntax rules for the proposed news language. The alphabet
being used in the language consists the following set of
symbols:
S, P, (, ), 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9
-_> PY <J : K_919t 419 f B F79E
and the intermediate language-constructs introduced for the
purpose of constructing production rules are the following
set of symbols:
<layout template>, <news expression>, <news item>,
<relational operators>, <number>, <digit>
Table 4.1 summaries the formal syntactical specifications
of the news graphic language, including a collection of
all the BNF production rules introduced in this section.
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Table 4.1 Formal Syntax Specifications of News Graphic Language
Language Alphabet :
SS, P, (,
L, ,
Production Rules :
< Layout Template > ::= < News Expression >
News
Expression
< News Item >
<News >
Item
<News >
Item
::= S <Number> I
Relational
Operator
Relational
Operator
P <Number>
> < News>
Item
News
Expression
News
Expression
< Number
< Digit
<Relational
Operator
> ::= < Digit > < Digit > < Number >
> ::= o 12131415 6 7 8 9
> ::= -I : ;- - I tI I 1 It I
E l r-,q
), , 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9
-+ 4- 1,TI, 1 , i I I4, , P, l
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4.4 APPLICATION TO PAGES WITH DISPLAY-ADS
So far we have restricted the application of full-page
templates for news layout to pages without display-ads.
Since the proposed symbolic description of a page template
serves only as guidance for story/picture placement in the
layout process, it is conceivable that the same non-ads
templates can be used for positioning stories on pages with
ads as well. Of course, the layout process has to be modified
slightly for this application to be able to adjust the story
envelopes properly to eliminate overlaps between stories
and ads.
As an illustration, an ads dummy and a four-story page
template are depicted in Fig. 4.16(a) and (b) respectively,
and a possible layout result following the template pattern
is shown in Fig. 4.16(c). The layout results are duplicated
in (d) where the heavy-lined boxes show that the layout
dummy indeed resembles the template, assuming the story areas
are extended to the ads areas. Note that a symbolic layout-
template specifies the desired "structure" of the news items
on the page. The only concern is the relative positions of
the items to be placed rather than their shapes or areas.
As the result, the news layout in Fig. 4.16(c) can still
be represented by the template in (b), although stories Sl,
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T
Fig. 4.16 News Layout with Display-Ads
Sl = (S2 It (S3= S4) )
NEWS Sl
HOLE
s3
S2
s4
(a) (b)
s3 S2 s3S4
(c) (d)
S2
S
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S2, and S4 do not occupy rectangular areas due to the existence
of ads on the page.
Figure 4.17 depicts two more examples of how the news
layout of pages with various news-hole shapes can be described
by a single full-page template. Figure 4.17(a) depicts two
page layouts (of different ads-dummies) whose news layout
structure is represented by a single expression Sl --S2, and
Fig. 4.17(b) shows the same two pages whose news portion
layout is described by another template SIF3S2.
Although it is possible to use a non-ads template in
laying out pages with display-ads, special care has to be
taken in designing templates for such purpose. For example,
a template intended for pages with ads laid out in left-pyramid
style (Fig. 4.16(a)), should have more items located on the
right-hand side than the left-hand side because the left of
the page is mostly occupied by ads. Layout template design
and organization is discussed further in Chapter 7.
4.5 SUMMARY
A symbolic news graphic language based on a set of
relational operators which represent the desired layout
structure for news items on pages has been presented in this
Chapter. The definition of each operator was introduced and
the formal syntax specification of the news language was
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(a) News Layout Structure S1 = S2
Sl Sl
S2
(b) News Layout Structure Si[B S2
Fig. 4.17 Examples of Display-Ads Page Layout
Sl
S2
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explained. The language-syntax rules rigorously define the
validity of a layout template, and the syntax tree constructed
by a sequence of applications of these rules provides an
appropriate structure suitable for interpretation later in
the story- and picture-placement process.
The major advantage of this symbolic language for
representing.layout template is that many different layouts
with the same layout structure (such as those shown in Fig. 4.1)
can be described by a simple, unique symbolic expression
utilizing a small set of well-defined relational operators.
The symbolic approach not only greatly reduces the total
number of templates required in a news-layout system but also
gives a formal mechanism to describe all the structural
information contained in a two-dimensional page template.
The symbolic representation of templates can thus be used to
guide the actual layout process without need for a close match
between a precast template and the sizes of news items
assigned to the page. Whenever a story or picture is to be
placed, the selected symbolic template describes how the
item should be shaped and where it should be placed in
relation to previously placed items on the page. As a
result, the layout process provides a page layout whose
structure conforms to acceptable layout practices. If the
template is not realizable with the given set of stories and
pictures, another template may be selected and the layout can
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be tried again.
The next Chapter explains how the selected symbolic-
template representation is used as a structure guide for
actual placement of stories and pictures assigned to a page.
CHAPTER 5
TEMPLATE-DRIVEN PAGE LAYOUT TECHNIQUES
5.1 PARSING OF SYMBOLIC LAYOUT TEMPLATES
5.1.1 Overview
Before layout templates written in news graphic language
can be used as a structural guide for story and picture placement
on pages, the symbolic template expressions must be parsed.
Parsing of an artificial language serves two purposes. First,
from parsing the validity of the symbolic-template expression
can be determined; that is, a template expression which does
not conform to the prescribed language syntax is recognized
and rejected. Second, as a result of the parsing process, a
syntax tree is produced which represents the syntactical-
structure relationship among the language constructs of the
template expression.
The syntax tree of a layout template such as the one
shown in Fig. 4.13(b) is an equivalent two-dimensional represen-
tation of the template expression, in which the syntax of the
template can be more easily visualized and understood. The
syntax-tree form of the template is actually used later in the
layout process as a structure guide for story and picture
placement. In addition, by successful construction of the
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syntax tree of a given template also proves the validity of
the template expression syntax.
Therefore, the main function of the parsing process is
to construct an equivalent syntax tree for a layout template
following a prescribed parsing algorithm. If a syntax tree
can not be constructed in accordance with the rules, the template
is considered to be an illegal expression. Otherwise, a syntax
tree is generated and used as the basis for layout interpretation.
Hence, the purpose of this section is to present a parsing
algorithm for layout templates written in the symbolic news
graphic language.
5.1.2 Syntax Tree and Its Most Simplified Form
For simplicity and compactness it is desirable to design
syntax tree structures that portray templates as concisely as
possible, we attempt to do this here. Figure 5.1(a) and (b)
depict an example of a layout template structure and its
corresponding syntax tree, respectively, as introduced in
section 4.3. In the syntax tree of Fig. 5.1(b), the top-most
node is called the root node of the tree. All the leaf nodes
such as S3, S4, S5, P6, and S7, are called terminal nodes, while
the intermediate nodes are referred to as non-terminal nodes.
Since the non-terminal nodes in the syntax trees of layout
templates are always relational operators, they are also often
called operator nodes.
/ 11\ /
0
0
/
0
S3 II (s4 =(S5 11 P6 II S7))
subtree
S5 II
for expression
P6 11 S7
(c)
Fig. 5.1 Example of Syntax Tree Representations
®I
/X---- )
I
(a)
c
I
;O0
(b)
11I\
O
I\
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Subnodes of a non-terminal node are those nodes on the
ends of branches extended from the non-terminal node. Subtrees
as well as terminal nodes can be subnodes. As an example,
terminal node S4 in Fig. 5.1(b) is the first (left-most)
subnode of the operator node = at level 2, and the subtree
circled by the dashed lines is its second subnode. A non-
terminal node is called a parent node with respect to its
subnodes. Subnodes connected to a non-terminal node through
one or more branches are called descendants of the node.
Therefore, the parent node of S5 in Fig. 5.1(b) is the operator
node iI at level 3, and nodes s5, P6, and S7 are the terminal
descendants of the operator node II at level 3.
A news expression with a single operator of the form
of that shown in Fig. 5.2(a), can be represented by the syntax
tree shown in Fig. 5.2(b), where the root node is the operator
in the expression and the subnodes are the news item operands.
( Operator )
Newsl ( Operator ) News2
Item ( OItem )
News 1 News
Item /Item
(a) News Expression (b) Syntax Tree Representation
Fig. 5.2 Single-Operator News Expression and Its Syntax
Tree Representation
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Similarly, a multiple-operator news expression, such as
illustrated in Fig. 5.3(a), can be represented by the syntax
tree shown in Fig. 5.3(b). However, since all the operators
in a multiple-operator news expression are required to be of
the same type, the syntax tree representation can be simplified
further. Figure 5.3(c) depicts the simplified syntax tree in
which the only operator, denoted as a "multiple-operand
operator", represents all the operators appearing in the
original expression.
Therefore, the simplified syntax-tree representation
requires the introduction of additional operator symbols with
more than two operands. For vertical-construction-type
operators, multiple vertical lines, I"II , are used as a
multiple-operand operator symbol, where the number of lines
indicates the number of operands in the news expression.
Similary, multiple horizontal lines, , are used to
represent horizontal-construction-type operators in the
simplified syntax tree. For the extended vertical or horizontal
operators, lines with arrows such as I.-j or < are used
in the same way as in the notation for two-operand operators.
As examples, the syntax trees of news expression
S1 II S2 IIS3, and Sl - S2 =S3 ±SS4 are depicted
in Fig. 5.4(a) and (b), respectively. In the latter syntax
tree, the arrow of the third horizontal line means that story S3,
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es operator ew (operator 2) ..... ewsn
item (item o(item/
(a) News Expression
(operatorl)
itemns operator 2 )
(operator )
news news
item item
(b) Syntax Tree Representation
multiple-operand( operator )
news news news ews
(item (item ) item (item)
(c) Simplified Syntax Treee Representation
Fig. 5.3 Multiple-Operator News Expression
and its Syntax Tree Representations
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III
S1 S2 S3 Sl S2 S3 s4
(a) (b)
Fig. 5.4 Examples of Simplified Syntax Trees
the third operator, is extended outward at the right-hand
side with respect to its two adjacent neighbors S2 and S4.
Adopting the above notation for multiple-operand operators,
the syntax tree in Fig. 5.1(b) can be simplified accordingly,
and the resultant tree is shown in Fig. 5.1(c) where the dotted
subtree is equivalent to that in (b).
Note that an operator node and its operator subnode(s)
must be of different types when syntax tree is in its most
reduced form; otherwise the syntax tree can be simplified
further. Figure 5.1(c) is an example of a syntax tree in its
most simplified form, and it is this two-dimensional represen-
tation that is used in the later layout interpretation stage.
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5.1.3 Basic News Expression
"Basic news expressions" are those news expressions
whose operands are all simple news items. In other words,
the operands in a basic news expression do not include
parenthesized news expressions. As a result, expression
S5 IIP6 II S7
is an example of a basic news expression, while expression
S4 =( S5 11 P6 II 7 )
is not because one of its operands is a parenthesized news
expression.
The syntax tree of a basic news expression is a tree
whose root node is the multiple-operand operator in the expression
and the subnodes are the operands. In the next sub-section
a layout-template parsing algorithm is presented in which an
attempt is first made to find a left-most basic news expression
in the template expression, then to construct a corresponding
syntax tree for it. The constructed syntax tree becomes a
"building block" for the complete syntax tree construction.
5.1.4 Parsing Algorithm
Before a symbolic layout template expression is parsed,
two symbols d and - , indicating the beginning and ending of
the template respectively, are added to each end of the expression.
To parse a layout template, the algorithm first searches the
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template expression for a left-most basic news expression
whose operands are all simple news items. This is achieved
by reading the template expression from left to right starting
from the beginning symbol j until a right parenthesis ) or
an ending symbol F is encountered. Then, starting from the
right parenthesis just found, the template expression is read
backwards until a left parenthesis ( or a beginning symbol -
is encountered. The expression within the pair of parentheses,
or within the beginning and ending symbols, is the desired
left-most basic news expression.
A syntax tree representing the encountered basic news
expression can be constructed in such a way that the root
node of the syntax tree is the multiple-operand operator in
the basic news expression and the subnodes are the operands.
If the syntax tree of the basic news expression cannot be
constructed because either the operators in the basic expression
are of different types or a mistaken syntax for news-item
symbols is found, the parsing process stops and the given
template is considered an illegal syntax expression.
After the syntax tree for the basic news expression is
constructed successfully, the tree is designated by its first
subnode, and the template expression is reduced by substituting
the first subnode-news-item for the basic news expression and
its enclosing parentheses. After the replacement of a complicated
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news item by a simple news-item symbol, a new basic news
expression may exist in the reduced template expression.
Thus, the process of searching for a basic news expression
is repeated; a corresponding syntax tree for the new basic
expression is constructed, and the process continues iteratively.
In the second iteration and after, some of the subnodes in
the syntax tree might be those news items whose syntax trees
have already been constructed previously. These subnodes
are substituted by the corresponding existing syntax trees.
As a result, separate syntax subtrees are combined together.
The construction of a syntax tree for a layout template is
completed when the template expression is reduced to a single
news item.
As an example, Fig. 5.5 shows step-by-step how a syntax
tree can be constructed from a layout template expression
using the parsing algorithm just presented. Figure 5.5(a)
is the complete symbolic expression of the template structure
depicted in Fig. 5.1(a), and the corresponding syntax tree to
be generated from the parsing process is shown in Fig. 5.2(c).
In Fig. 5.5(a), beginning and ending symbols are added to
the template expression, and an arrow is used to indicate the
starting point of the expression being read. By reading the
template expression from left to right, thd first right-closure
parenthesis is located to the right of S6 as indicated by an
s3 II ( s4 = ( s5 II P6 II S7
(b) -I S3 11 ( s4=( S5 II P6 II 7 )
-T
b sic news expres on
(c) -I s3 II ( s4 = ( s5 II P6 II7 )4'. t"
(d) 3 II ( S4= S5 )tp
S
basc. new  epression
(e) 3 II (s4)
~P 1t
(f) - s3 11 S4
-
syn+x ree S5
;5 P6 S7
s5
= syn+taiKee
s5 e - -S4
wIl Sy'Cax he ss
?6 S7
s4 --111 synX tMess
- s P6 s7
(g) - S3 II s4T
(h) -I
It
(i)
= syrax tree s4
S5 P6 S7
S3 11 S4 FI"
/
s3
V
s3
t
syn4ax 3 - - synrx fmee
S5 P6 S7
Scomp)e-e syn 4-ax 4ree
/\
3
S5 P6 S7
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arrow in Fig. 5.5(b). Reading backwards (right to left) from
the above right parenthesis locates its corresponding left
parenthesis. Then, the expression enclosed by this pair of
parentheses is a left-most basic news expression, illustrated
in Fig. 5.5(c) by two arrows.
Next, a syntax tree is constructed for the basic news
expression, S5 II P6 II S7, and the tree is named after its
first subnode S5. Then, the basic news expression is replaced
in the template along with its enclosing parentheses by S5.
Figure 5.5(d) depicts the intermediate parsing results showing
the current reduced template expression and the syntax tree
constructed for the basic news expression denoted by S5.
The arrow in the figure denotes the location where the reading
process should resume. Now, with a new reduced template
expression S3 II ( S4 --S5 ), the process of searching for a
basic news expression is repeated. Figure 5.5(e) shows that
another pair of parentheses is found which enclose a new
basic news expression, S4S--s5. Figure 5.5(f) shows the
reduced template expression after substituting S4 for the
second basic news expression, and also shows the constructed
syntax trees S4 and S5. These two syntax trees S4 and S5
are combined together by substituting the syntax tree S5 for
the subnode SS5 in syntax tree S4. That is, the syntax tree
s5 becomes a subtree of the syntax tree S4. The combined
syntax tree S4 together with the new reduced template is
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shown in Fig. 5.5(g).
As the next iteration, the reduced template expression
in (g) is read first forward and then backward, and a new
basic news expression enclosed by the beginning and ending
symbols is detected. Following the same procedure, a syntax
tree S3 is constructed as shown in Fig. 5.5(h) and then merged
with the previously constructed syntax tree S4. Figure 5.5(i)
depicts the resulting tree. The syntax tree construction
is now completed because the reduced template expression
contains only one news item. The success of the syntax tree
construction verifies the validity of the original template
expression.
After this presentation of a parsing algorithm for constructing
syntax trees, the next section describes the basic techniques
through which the layout syntax tree are used as a structural
guide for the placement of stories and pictures on a page.
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5.2 BASIC TECHNIQUES OF PAGE-LAYOUT
A layout template describes symbolically the desired
structure of news items assigned to a page. This is achieved
by utililing a set of relational operators which describes
the relative news-item positions on the template. Then, in
the parsing process, the symbolic-layout-template expression
is transformed into a syntax-tree representation suitable for
layout interpretation.
This section presents the basic page-layout techniques
that have been developed to actually place the stories and
pictures assigned to a page through use of the syntax tree
representation as a layout structure guide. The layout process,
if successful, produces a page dummy showing the outlines of
every story and picture location on the page. Moreover, the
structure of the news item locations conforms to that described
by the layout template.
In order to simplify the presentation, we first restrict
our attention to the layout of pages without display-ads and
templates without any of the extended operators. The extension
of the basic techniques to include the extended set of operators
and to accommodate pages with display-ads are presented in
sections 5.3 and 5.4, respectively.
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5.2.1 Traversing of Layout Syntax Tree
The page-layout algorithm developed in this chapter
for actual story and picture placement is based on the notion
of traversing or "walking through" the layout syntax tree.
In this method, the nodes of the syntax tree are examined
systematically, starting from the root node, so that each node
is visited exactly once. During the visit to each node, certain
layout actions are taken; the visit is complete when all required
layout actions for that node have been performed. Hence, the
visit to a tree node is also referred to as the layout of
that node.
One of the layout actions performed at the visit of an
operator node is the set of visits to all its subnodes in a
prescribed order. Therefore, the visiting process of an operator
node is complete only if the visits to all its subnodes have
been completed. Thus, the layout traversing algorithm is
recursive and can be described by indicating the sequence in
which the subnodes of a particular operator node are traversed.
Unlike most tree-traversing schemes in which the order
of subnodes to be visited is determined by their relative
positions in the tree (such as the left-precedence or right-
precedence methods), this layout-traversing sequence of subnodes
in the layout-syntax tree depends on the types of the parent
operator node as well as its subnodes.
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For a vertical-construction-type operator node, an operator
type subnode in general has higher precedence than does a
terminal type subnode. On the other hand, operator subnodes
of an horizontal-construction-type operator node have lower
precedence than do the terminal subnodes. Among subnodes of
the same type, the left subnode takes precedence over right
subnode. The primary concern here is to assign higher traver-
sing precedence to subnodes which are considered to involve
more difficulty in achieving a satisfactory layout. A more
detailed reasoning of the traversing sequence is discussed
later in section 5.2.5.
As an example of traversing a syntax tree, consider Fig. 5.6
which depicts the syntax tree of the layout template
( ( Pl= S2 ) II Sl ) =S3
level 1
level 31 .. - -- --
level 42
Fig. 5.6 Traversing a Layout-Syntax Tree
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In the figure, terminal nodes are circled in order to distinguish
them from the operator nodes, and the occurrences of operator
node -=at two different levels are denoted by the number at
the upper-right corner of the operator symbol. As stated
previously, the traversing process begins at the root node
and proceeds downward. For the two subnodes of the root node,
operator node II has a higher priority than does the terminal
node S3 because the nodes II and S3 are the subnodes of a
vertical construction type operator node. Therefore, operator
node II is the second node to be visited. Because of the
recursive property of the traversing algorithm, the subnodes
at level 3 are traversed next. In accordance with the traver-
sing rule for a horizontal-construction-type operator node,
terminal node Sl has precedence over the operator node -
Therefore, Sl and -'( are the third and forth node to be
visited, respectively. During the visit of = , terminal
subnode PI is traversed before terminal subnode S2 because P1
is a left terminal node and hence has precedence over right
terminal node S2. Upon completion of traversing all the
subnodes of the operator Ij , only terminal node S3 remains to
be visited. The dashed lines in Fig. 5.6 indicate the complete
layout-traversing sequence as follows:
S Sit P1, s2, S3.
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Besides a determination of the traversing sequence for
the subnodes, additional layout actions are performed during
the visit to each operator node. Two items of information
are passed to the node from its parent node. These serve as
inputs for the layout actions taken during the visit. The
information items are:
(1) a set of stories and pictures, which matches the
number as well as the type of the terminal
descendants attached to the node, and
(2) the width and height of a rectangular news area
which matches the total area of the story and
picture set specified in (1).
With the above information as inputs, the main layout
functions during the visit to an operator node is to provide
the same information as in (1) and (2) to each of its subnodes.
Recursively, the information generated for the subnode serves
as the inputs for its layout actions.
For a root node, results from the story- and picture-
assignment process (a news budget for the page) and the
dimensions of the full news page being laid out are used as
the inputs for the layout actions performed at the root node.
The basic concepts used in selecting a set of stories and
pictures, and constructing a news block for each subnode are
presented in the following two sub-sections.
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5.2.2 Story and Picture Selection for Subnodes
During the visit to an operator node, the story-and-
picture-selection function chooses, for each subnode, a subset
of stories and pictures from the given set of news items for
the operator node. The number, as well as the type of the
stories and pictures selected for a subnode, matches the
number and type of the terminal descendants of the subnode.
There are four types of news items and hence four terminal
nodes types, as listed below;
(1) S type: a story (or a story terminal node) not
associated with any picture (or picture
node), respectively,
(2) SP type: a story (or a story terminal node) associated
with a picture (or picture node), respectively,
(3) P type: an independent picture (or picture
terminal node), and
(4) PS type: a picture (or a picture terminal node)
associated with a story (or a story node),
respectively.
Therefore, in each type category, the number of stories
or pictures selected for a subnode from those news items
assigned to the parent node should equal the number of
terminal descendants of that subnode. That is, all the news
items passed to the parent node are distributed to its subnodes
in accordance with the number and type of each subnode's
terminal descendants. Often, more than one possible distri-
bution satisfies the number and type requirements. In that
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case, priority among the different possibilities is determined
from a comparison of the relative importance rankings of the
terminal decendants with the importance rankings of the
selected news items. The distribution possibility that is
assigned first is the one that yields the closest match among
the importance rankings of news items and terminal descendants.
As an example, consider the syntax tree depicted in
Fig. 5.6. Assume that three stories A, B, and C, and one
picture P associated with story A are assigned to a full news
page as the result of the story and picture assignment process
carried out prior to the page layout. This information is
passed to the root node = )of the syntax tree and is regarded
as the input to the story- and picture-selection process
during the visit to the root node. Thus, the root node -(
has two news items of the S-type (stories B and C), one SP-type
(story A tied to picture P), one PS-type (picture P tied to
story A), and no P-type; which matches the number of terminal
descendants in each type category (S2, S3 of S-type, Sl of
SP-type, and Pl of PS-type).
During the visit to the root node =-), the news items
selected for the node are distributed to its two subnodes,
namely, operator node II and terminal node S3. The operator
subnode ji has terminal descendants of 1 S-type (S2), 1 SP-type
(Sl), and 1 PS-type (P1); while the terminal subnode S3 is of
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S-type. Due to the fact that the parent node has two S-type
news items (B and C) and either can be selected for the
subnode S3, there are two possible distributions:
Selection 1:
operator subnode II --- stories A and B, and picture P
terminal subnode S3 --- story C
Selection 2:
operator subnode II --- stories A and C, and picture P
terminal subnode S3 --- story B
Should story C have a lower importance ranking than story B,
Selection 1 is assigned a higher priority than Selection 2
because the terminal node S3 is less important, by the defini-
tion of news graphic language, than the terminal descendant
S2 of the operator node II
Similarly, for operator node II , the selected news items
(A, B, and P) of selection 1 are distributed to its two subnodes
with story B (S-type) and picture P (PS-type) for operator
subnode = (1 S-type, and 1 PS-type terminals), and story A
(SP-type) for terminal subnode S1 (1 SP-type terminal).
Working downward, the distribution algorithm selects story B
and picture P for the story node S2 and picture node PI,
respectively. Note that this selection process ensures that
the associated story and picture terminal node, Sl and P1,
are assigned a pair of associated news items, story A and
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picture P. Figure 5.7 depicts the two possible story and
picture selections for the syntax tree, where the news items
selected for each node are denoted in parentheses, and the
association of story and picture is indicated by dashed lines.
( A, B, C, P )
(A. B. P 'l
( B, P
(P)-
- - I
(2)
, (A)
(B)
(C)
(a) Selection 1
A, B, C,P ) -
( , P ) (B)
( C, P ) ) (B)
4 (A)
A
/
(S2
(P) - - . .. (c )
(b) Selection 2
Fig. 5.7 Story and Picture Selections
z
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5.2.3 Virtual-Page Construction
Besides the story and picture selection, another major
layout function performed during the visit to each node is
the construction of a news block for each subnode. The
constructed news-block area for each subnode matches the total
area of the selected stories and pictures for the subnode.
Furthermore, the width and height of the news block are
determined by both the news-block dimensions and the operator
type of the parent node as described below.
Since the set of stories and pictures selected for a
subnode is a subset of available news items for the parent
node, the subnode news block area is always smaller or equal
to the news block area of the parent node. Therefore, by
traversing down the syntax tree from the root node, the size
of the news block is reduced from its original full-page size
at the root node. However, during the visit to each node
other than the root, the reduced news block and the selected
news-item set for that node can be thought of as a smaller
news page to be laid out. The only difference between nodes
are the page sizes and the news-item sets. Hereafter, this
is called the virtual-page concept of layout, and the reduced
news block at each node is referred to as the virtual page
of the node.
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During the formation of virtual pages for subnodes, the
height of a virtual page for a basic vertical-construction-
operator is shortened and the width is retained. Similarly,
only the width of a virtual page for a basic horizontal-
construction-operator node is reduced to form its subnode
virtual page. Figures 5.8(a) and (b) illustrate these two
construction methods where the news blocks on the top represent
the parent virtual page, and the ones at the bottom are the
subnode virtual pages. The actual values of the height of
subnode virtual page Y' in Fig. 5.8(a), and the width of
subnode virtual page X' in Fig. 5.8(b), are determined by the
virtual-page-area requirement, which is equal to the total
area of the selected news items for the particular subnode.
For an embedded-type operator node, the virtual page remains
unchanged, as shown in Fig. 5.8(c), for the left subnode, and
shrinks proportionally in both vertical and horizontal dimensions
for the right subnode.
Since all news items selected for a basic operator
node are distributed among its subnodes in a prescribed
fashion and the virtual-page area of each subnode is determined
by the total area of the news items distributed to the subnode,
the summation of all the subnode virtual pages should be equal
to the virtual page area of the basic operator node. Therefore,
the construction of subnode virtual pages for a basic operator
i fI
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node can be interpreted in the following alternate way: By
traversing down the syntax tree from the root node, the given
full news page is "cut" into sub-pages horizontally or vertically.
Each sub-page is then assigned to a corresponding subnode as
its virtual page. Therefore, the information distributed
from the parent node to its subnodes includes the virtual
page as well as the set of news items. Figure 5.9 depicts the
virtual pages of vertical- and horizontal-operator nodes with
three subnodes. The "cutting" and "distribution" are illustrated
by the dashed and solid lines, respectively.
As an illustration of virtual page layout, consider the
story and picture assignment results of the example presented
in the previous section. Figure 5.10(a) duplicates Fig. 5.7(a),
and Fig. 5.10(b) depicts all the virtual pages constructed
during the node visits. At the root node - , the virtual
page represents a full news page whose area is the total
area of news items A, B, C, and P assigned to the root node.
The page is cut horizontally into two virtual sub-pages; one
is assigned to the operator node II , and the other to terminal
node S3. The size of the constructed virtual pages matches
that of the news items selected for the subnode. Following
the traversing sequence, the virtual page of operator node I
is further cut vertically into two sub-pages, and they are
assigned to its two subnodes, - and Sl, accordingly. No
p p i
virtual page of operator node
virtual pages of subnodes
(a) Vertical Construction
virtual page of operator node
virtal pages of subnodes
(b) Horizontal Construction
Fig. 5.9 Cutting and Distribution of Virtual Page for Basic Operator Node
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cutting is made during the visit to the next node Sl because
it is a terminal node and cannot be reduced further. Finally,
at operator node , its virtual page is cut vertically into
two sub-pages and distributed to its corresponding terminal
subnodes, Pl and S2. Since the remaining nodes to be traversed,
P1, S2, and S3, are all terminal node, the construction of
virtual pages for the syntax tree is complete. Upon completion
of the virtual page construction, each news item assigned
to the news page has a fixed-dimension news block (shown as
shaded areas of Fig. 5.10(b)) representing the virtual page
for that terminal node, and the news block area matches the
area of the assigned news item. A page layout dummy can be
produced by assembling these virtual-page blocks together, as
described in the next section.
Thus far, the columnar structure of the newspaper has
been ignored. In a real case, the news page is measured in
terms of vertical and horizontal units which restricts the
places where a virtual page can be cut. A virtual page is
required to be cut in such a way that all its sub-pages have
an integral number of units in both dimensions. For example,
if the virtual page of the operator node in Fig. 5.9 is 6
columns wide and 10 lines high, there are only 5 and 9 possible
vertical and horizontal "cutting lines", respectively. In
other words, an exact match between the area of the virtual
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sub-page and that of the news items assigned to the subnode
is very unlikely. However, if the area difference is small,
leading can be used to make up the difference.
5.2.4 Virtual-Page Assembling
In the construction of virtual page, the news block of
a parent node is "broken" into sub-blocks in a prescribed
way, and each sub-block is the virtual page of its corresponding
subnode. The assembling process of the virtual pages is just
the reverse process. That is, given a set of constructed
virtual pages of the subnodes, the virtual page of the parent
node is constructed by assembling the subnode virtual pages
together.
For a vertical type operator node, the subnode virtual
pages are "stacked up" one on top of the other to form the
assembled virtual page of the node. Similarly, for a horizontal
type operator node, the virtual pages are sided next to each
other horizontally. For an embedded type operator node, the
virtual page of the second subnode is embedded into one of the
three allowable corners of the virtual page of the first
subnode. Figure 5.11(a) and (b) illustrate the assembling
process in the case of three subnodes for a vertical and a
horizontal operator node, respectively. Figure 5.11(c) depicts
the assembling of a lower-right-corner-embedded-operator node.
Assembled Virtual Pages of Operator Nodes
Constructed Virtual
Pages of Subnodes
(a)
Constructed Virtual
Pages of Subnodes
(b) (c)
Fig. 5.11 Assembly of Virtual Pages
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Note that Fig. 5.11 is essentially the same as Fig. 5.9 except
that the arrows which indicate the directions of the virtual-
page construction are reversed.
The assembling process for an operator node starts after
all the virtual pages of its terminal descendants are constructed.
That is, virtual pages of terminal nodes are used as "building
blocks" in the assembling process. The virtual page constructed
for a terminal node is also regarded as the assembled virtual
page, even though no actual assembling process is taken due
to the lack of subnodes for a terminal node. For operator
nodes, the assembling process is performed when all its subnodes
have an assembled virtual page. In contrast to the top-down
virtual-page construction process, the assembling of virtual
pages starts at the terminal node level of the syntax tree
and works upward until the root node is reached.
After the virtual page of a node is assembled, the layout
actions, (or the visit) of the node are completed. When the
layout of the root node is completed, the page-layout process
for that news page is terminated. Since the assembling as well
as the constructing of virtual pages are performed according
to the type of operator nodes in the syntax tree, the final
news structure of the assembled news page at the root node
conforms to the structure requirement specified in the layout
syntax tree.
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As an example, consider the virtual-page construction
results in Fig. 5.10. Figure 5.12(a) re-depicts the syntax
tree of Fig. 5.10(a), and Fig. 5.12(b) shows the constructed
virtual pages of all terminal nodes from Fig. 5.10(b).
After the virtual pages of terminal nodes Sl, P1, and
S2 are constructed, the assembling process begins at operator
node . This is the first operator node encountered in the
traversing sequence which has all its subnode virtual pages
assembled. Recall that for terminal node, a constructed
virtual page is also the assembled virtual page. Therefore,
as shown in Fig. 5.12(c), the virtual page of terminal node
P1 (the news block for picture P) is placed on top of the
virtual page of S2 (the news block for story B) to form an
assembled virtual page for the operator node _= Note that
as the result of virtual-page construction, the news blocks
of picture P and story B must have the same width and thus
the assemble virtual page in (c) also must form a rectangular
news block.
Then, as shown in (d), the assembled virtual page of
the node ::= (Fig. 5.11(c)) is placed next to the assembled
virtual page of terminal node Sl (news block A) to form an
assembled virtual page for operator node II . This completes
the layout of the operator node II and next terminal node S3
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is visited, Its virtual page is constructed and placed beneath
the assembled virtual page of (d) to form an assembled virtual
page for the root node = ), depicted in (e). This is the
final page layout dummy, and the layout structure conforms
to that specified by the syntax tree.
5.2.5 Layout Failures
Thus far in our discussion of layout actions, we have
ignored the possibilities of layout failures. In real case,
the layout of a node can fail in the following three instances:
(1) in the construction of virtual pages,
(2) in the assembly of virtual pages, and
(3) in the layout of its subnodes.
Each of these possible layout failures are discussed below.
In the construction of virtual pages for the subnodes,
an exact match between the total area of the selected news
items and that of the virtual page is very unlikely. This is
because one dimension of the constructed virtual page is
required to remain the same as that of its parent virtual
page, and the other dimension can only be set in one of the
integral dimension units. However, for story terminal nodes,
if the area difference is small, leading can be used to make
up this area difference.
For example, assume a horizontal operator node 11 has a
virtual page of 3 columns wide and 10 lines high. Now assume
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a story with an area of 11 column-lines is assigned to one
of its story-type terminal nodes. Since the terminal node
is a subnode of a horizontal operator, the height of the
subnode virtual page remains the same as its parent node
(10 lines). Then the virtual page of the subnode can only
be constructed as either 1 column by 10 lines (10 column-lines)
or 2 columns by 10 lines (20 column-lines). That is, the
story has a mismatch of size by 1 column-line in the former
case, and 9 column-lines in the latter. However, if a l10%
tolerance in story area is allowed through the use of leading,
the virtual page of 1 column by 10 lines meets the leading
tolerance, and can be constructed successfully.
In the case where the subnode has an immediate picture
descendant, the construction of the virtual page is further
constrained. In addition to the requirement that one
dimension of the virtual page must equal the corresponding
dimension of its parent virtual page, the other dimension is
also bound since it must be the same as the corresponding
dimension of the assigned picture. The operator node II in
Fig. 5.10(a) is an example of this case since one of its
subnodes, =- , has an immediate picture descendant P1.
Therefore, in addition to the equal-height requirement set
by the parent operator II , the width of the virtual page
constructed for the subnode =--(must equal the width of the
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picture P assigned to the node Pl. Should the resultant
virtual page area not match the total area of picture P and
story B after taking the leading tolerance for story B into
account, then the virtual page construction for subnode
is considered a failure.
Since the sizes of the subnode virtual pages have to
be adjusted slightly to meet the integral dimension unit
requirement, the page assembly does not always yield an exact
match between the assembled page and the previously constructed
virtual page of the node. If this happens, an attempt is
made to adjust some of the constructed virtual pages to make
up the difference. For example, Fig. 5.13(a) depicts a
vertical operator node with three story-type terminal subnodes.
Assume that the areas of the three assigned stories A, B, and
C are 68, 50, and 62 column-lines, respectively. Therefore,
a virtual page of area 180 column-lines (6 columns by 30 lines)
is constructed for the operator node in order to match the
total area of the three assigned stories. In the layout of
the operator node, further assume that stories A, B, and C
are assigned to subnodes Sl, S2, and $3 respectively. A
virtual page for each subnode is constructed according to the
size of the assigned story with an assumed leading tolerance
of ±10%. As shown in Fig. 5.13(b), the dimensions of the
virtual page are 6 columns by 11 lines (66 column-lines) for
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Si, 6 column by 8 lines (48 column-lines) for S2, and 6 columns
by 10 lines (60 column-lines) for S3. The assembly of these
three virtual pages results in a news block of 6 columns by
29 lines; one line shorter than the originally constructed
virtual page. Figure 5.13(c) depicts the constructed as well
as the assembled virtual pages for the operator node with the
dotted lines indicating the size difference. However, the
difference can be eliminated as the result of lengthening
the virtual page of subnode Sl by one unit. A new virtual
page of 6 columns wide and 12 lines high is thus constructed
for Sl which still retains its area (72 column-lines) within
the 10o leading tolerance of the original area of story A
(68 column-lines). Figure 5.13(d) depicts the new assembled
virtual page. Now, an exact match between the constructed
and new assembled virtual page is achieved, and the assembling
process for the operator node is accomplished successfully.
Should the re-adjustment of an assembled virtual page create
an area difference which can not be offset through use of leading,
the assembly process fails.
The last type of layout failure concerns the layouts
of the subnodes. Layout at a node fails if all possible
story-and-picture selection combination for alsubnode are tried
and fail. However, in order to keep the layout algorithm
deterministic, no special rescue attempt is made to re-try a
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failed subnode by re-selecting the news items for the subnodes
which have been previously laid out successfully.
As an example, in Fig. 5.14,assume that an operator node
with three assigned items A, B, and C, has three subnodes Sl,
S2 and S3. Further assume that the subnodes are traversed
from left to right, and subnode Sl is laid out successfully
with one of the possible selections, news item A. If subnode
S2 fails to be laid out with either of the two possible selections,
that is, news item B or C; then the layout of the subnode S2
is considered a failure, and so is its parent operator node.
No attempt is made to go back to subnode Sl and try other
possible assignments such as news item B or C for Sl because,
if doing so, the layout algorithm may iterate endlessly.
(A C)
operator node
A or C
success failure
Failure of S2 implies that the operator node also fails
Fig. 5.14 Layout Failure of Subnodes
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Therefore, layout at a node fails if one of its subnodes
fails. As a result of this layout failure treatment, those
subnodes which are supposedly more difficult to be laid out
receive higher traversing order.
Generally, a news page is measured by a relative smaller
number of horizontal units (such as 6 or 8 columns) than
vertical units (such as 100 lines). As a result, the success
of virtual page construction for subnodes of a horizontal-type
operator depends more on the leading tolerance than does that
for the subnodes of a vertical-type-operator. That is, the
subnode virtual pages of a horizontal type operator are more
difficult to be constructed successfully than those of a
vertical type operator. Therefore, the operator subnode
(horizontal type) of a vertical operator node is assigned
higher traversing precedence over a terminal subnode, and
vice versa for a horizontal operator node. Furthermore,
due to the fixed dimensions of a picture terminal node, an
operator subnode with a picture descendant has precedence
over an operator subnode without a picture descendant.
5.2.6 Summary of Layout Algorithm
This sub-section summarizes the important elements of
the layout algorithm described in the previous sub-sections.
The traversing process starts from the root node of the tree
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and "walks" downward. The traversing sequence of the subnodes
is determined by the type of the parent node as well as the
subnodes (see section 5.2.1).
During the visit to each node, two items of information
are assigned to the node by its parent node: first, a set of
stories and pictures which matches the number as well as the
type of the terminal descendants of the node, and second a
virtual page whose area equals the total area of the assigned
stories and pictures. During the layout (or visit) at each
node, the main function is to produce these two items of
information for each of its subnodes.
Upon completion of these two tasks, the subnodes are
then laid out (or visited) one by one in a prescribed order,
iterating the same layout procedure. After all its subnodes
are laid out successfully (that is, all its subnodes have an
assembled virtual page), the subnode virtual pages are assembled
together to form an assembled virtual page for the parent operator
node. The page layout is complete when the virtual page of the
root node is assembled.
Figure 5.15 shows the complete flow chart for the layout
actions performed during the visit of a syntax tree node.
Note that the layout procedure is recursive and the activation
of the recursion is indicated by the double-lined box in the
-136-
stories and pictures width and height
selected for the node of a news block
Fig. 5.15 Overview of Layout Actions During the Visit of a Node
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flow chart. That is, the layout step goes back to the beginning
of the flow chart when the double-lined box -- "Layout the
Subnode" - is reached.
5.2.7 Examples of a Layout with an Initial Failure
Consider a news page 6 columns wide and 100 lines
high. Three stories A, B, and C, and one picture P (associated
with story A) are assigned to the page. The areas of stories
A, B, C are 175, 230, 120 column-lines, respectively, and
the picture dimensions are 3 columns by 25 lines. Note that
the total area of the four news items matches the news page
area which is a consequence of the story-and-picture-assignment
process.
The layout template
( ( Pl = S2 ) 11 Sl ) = S3
is used as the structural guide for actual news item placement.
The syntax-tree representation and traversing sequence of the
template is shown in Fig. 5.6. Assume that story B has a
higher importance ranking than story C; hence, story and
picture selection 1 in Fig. 5.7(a) is tried first.
Figures 5.16(a) and (b) depict the results of the story
and picture selection and the virtual-page construction,
respectively, at various nodes. At the root node, the 600-
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column-lines page is cut horizontally into two virtual sub-
pages; one of 480 column-lines (that total area of story A,
B, and picture P assigned to subnode II ), and the other of
120 column-lines (area of story C assigned to subnode $3).
Then, during the visit to operator node II , the virtual page
for subnode Sl is constructed successfully as 2-columns wide
and 80-lines high allowing a ±10% leading tolerance. However,
the virtual page of subnode =(2cannot be constructed seccess-
fully. The dimensions of that virtual page is required to
be 3 columns by 80 lines because a 3-columns wide picture P
is assigned to the subnode, and the page is constrained by
the parent operator node to be 80-lines high. The area of
the resultant virtual page (240 column-lines) cannot accommodate
the assigned story B and picture P with a total area of 305
column-lines within the ±10% leading tolerance. Thus, layout
of node ='fails, and so does its parent node II. Hence,
story and picture selection 2 of Fig. 5.7(b) is tried next.
Figure 5.17(a) depicts the syntax tree which results
from story and picture selection 2. The numbers under the
news items at each node are the total original areas of the
news items selected for that node. Fig. 5.17(b) depicts the
virtual pages constructed at each node, and the page areas
are denoted by the numbers within the news blocks. In this
story sizes
(column-lines)
A : 175
B : 230
C : 120
picture dimensions
(columns X lines)
P : 3 X 25
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(a) Syntax Tree and Story Selection Results
/1- 3
columns ' C i
(b) Virtual Page Construction
Fig. 5.17 Example of Layout
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case, a virtual page area within the specified leading
tolerance of the selected news items can be obtained for each
terminal node (shaded blocks of (b)); and thus the assembly
can proceed starting from operator node =I = Figure 5.17(c)
depicts the assembled virtual pages for each node of the
syntax tree. Note that the assembled virtual page of operator
node = is shortened by 3 lines in order to match the dimensions
of constructed virtual page shown in (b). The assembled
virtual page at the root node represents the final layout
dummy where the areas of the news blocks are denoted by
numbers. As the figure indicates, the structure of the news
items placed on the page conforms to that specified by the
layout template.
If any virtual page failed to be constructed successfully
using story and picture selection 2 for node II , no other
acceptable story and picture selection combination is possible
and a layout failure is identified.
In the preceding discussion of layout techniques, layout
templates are restricted to contain only basic or embedded
operators. The next section describes the extension of
such layout techniques to include the extended set of
operators. Although the details of layout procedures are
modified slightly, the basic layout concepts and techniques
remains unaltered.
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5.3 EXTENSION OF LAYOUT TECHNIQUES TO EXTENDED SET OF OPERATORS
In this section there is discussed the necessary modifi-
cations of the basic layout techniques presented in the last
section to include the extended set of operators. An extended
operator, unlike a basic operator, does not require its operands
to have the same dimension at their line of commonality. In
other words, an extended operator differs from a basic operator
only in that the virtual pages of its subnodes are no longer
required to have either the same height, for an extended
horizontal operator, or the same width, for an extended
vertical operator. Therefore, in the determination of traver-
sing sequence and selection of news items for its subnodes,
the extended set of operators is treated exactly the same
way as the basic or embedded set; only in the construction
and assembly of virtual pages is a modification of layout
techniques necessary.
5.3.1 Virtual-Page Construction for Extended Horizontal Operators
Consider an extended horizontal operator node such as
the one shown in Fig. 5.18(a). As before, a rectangular news
block (virtual page) is given for the operator node which
matches the total area of the selected news items, and further,
these news items are distributed to the two subnodes E and N.
In accordance with the definition of the news language, the
: (x,Y)
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virtual page of the right subnode, VP(E), is required to be
taller than that of the left subnode, VP(N). Hence, the
interpretation of "cutting" the rectangular parent virtual
page into two virtual sub-pages cannot be used for an extended
operator node. Instead, two subnode virtual pages are constructed
individually using different methods to determine their
dimensions. For an extended operator node, the subnode whose
area extends outward (with respect to its parent page area)
is referred to as an extended subnode, while the subnode
whose area does not extend is called a non-extended subnode.
As examples, subnode E in Fig. 5.18(a) is an extended subnode,
and subnode N is a non-extended subnode.
For the extended operator of Fig. 5.18(a), assume that
X, Y are the given dimensions of the virtual page for the
extended operator; and XN'9 YN and XE', YE are the dimensions
of the virtual page VP(N) and VP(E) to be constructed,
respectively. Then, the widths of the subnode virtual sub-
pages are determined in the following way:
F total area of news items ]
XN selected for subnode N (5-1)SY Y
where X 1 means the smallest integer greater than or equal
to X.
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total area of news items
XE' selected for subnode E (5-2)
Y
where LX means the largest integer less than or equal to X.
Next, the heights of subnode virtual pages are calculated
and rounded off to the nearest integer, as follows:
total area of news items
YN selected for subnode N (53)
XN
total area of news items
Y = selected for subnode E (54)
XE
In other words, the virtual page of a non-extended
subnode (such as subnode N in Fig. 5.18(a)) is shortened by
rounding its width upward to the next integer column. On
the other hand, for an extended subnode (such as subnode E
in Fig. 5.18(a)), the width is rounded downward to its next
integer column. That is, Equations (5-1) and (5-3) are used
to calculate the dimensions for a non-extended subnode, and
Equation (5-2) and (5-4) are for an extended subnode. As
the result, two virtual pages of different heights are
constructed, whose total width matches the width of the
given parent virtual page.
As an example, Fig. 5.18(b) and (c) depict the construction
-14 7-
process for the subnodes N and E, respectively. A 6-column
parent virtual page is illustrated by dashed lines, and
the resultant subnode virtual pages are denoted by shaded
areas.
5.3.2 Virtual-Page Assembly for Extended Horizontal Operators
The assembling process of virtual pages with different
heights is carried out the same way as before except the
resultant assembled virtual page for the extended operator
is no longer a rectangular news block. The subnode virtual
pages are placed next to each other in such a way that either
a flat top (for operator 1I and j, ) or a flat base (for operator
-I and It ) is maintained. Since the assembling process requires
that the assembled virtual pages have a straight line at their
common boundary, the assembled non-rectangular virtual page
for an extended operator uses an additional auxiliary line
on the non-flat side for assembling with other nodes. The
auxiliary line is the boundary line of previously constructed
rectangular virtual page for the extended operator.
As an example, Fig. 5.19(a) depicts the assembled
virtual page for the extended operator IT. The resultant
virtual page, VP( IT ), has a flat base and a non-flat top
boundary line. Therefore, the top line of the previously
constructed virtual page for the operator (dashed line in (a))
l
,,,~, I17 ~
top boundary of th
onstructed VP(f I)
I
F VP(N)
-- -o
VP(E)
(a)
T
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(b)
Fig. 5.19 Virtual Page Assembly of an Extended Operator
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is used as the auxiliary top boundary line for the assembled
virtual page. When assembling this non-rectangular virtual
page with other virtual pages, the straight auxiliary boundary
line is actually attached beneath another assembled virtual
page. Figure 5.19(b) depicts this situation where the virtual
page of operator node I't is placed beneath the virtual page
of a terminal node T. The assembled virtual pages of operator
node jI and the terminal node T are denoted by shaded areas.
Due to the different heights of VP(N) and VP(E) at the boundary
of the two assembled virtual pages, the virtual page of the
terminal node VP(T) is reshaped accordingly to create a
contiguous rectangular assembled virtual page for the operator
node. The resultant overall assembled virtual page for the
operator node = is depicted in Fig. 5.19(c). Note that the
size of the terminal virtual page VP(T) is retained during
the reshaping process. That is, the virtual page of the
terminal node, VP(T), has lost the area@but is complemented
by an exact same size area®, as whown in Fig. 5.19(b).
Should a virtual page consisting of two or more assembled
virtual sub-pages be placed on top of the virtual page for
the operator node It, some size adjustment may have to be
made to the virtual sub-pages. If the adjustment can not
be made satisfactorily, that is, each virtual sub-page can
-149-
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not be adjusted to a size close enough to the specified size
of the original news item, the assembling process of the
extended operator is considered a failure.
For example, assume the terminal node in the previous
example is replaced by a horizontal operator |i with two story
terminal nodes, T1 and T2. That is, the assembled virtual
page placed on top of the extended operator virtual page
now consists of two sub-pages. Figure 5.20(a) depicts the
complete syntax tree and the assembled virtual pages for the
basic operator node IT and the extended operator node t.
Figure 5.20(b) depicts how these two virtual pages are
assembled together, where the shaded areas denote the
virtual sub-pages. The resultant virtual page for the operator
node = is depicted in (c). By comparing (b) and (c), one
should notice that the virtual-page area of terminal node T2
is reduced (giving away areaQand gaining a smaller area Q ),
while virtual-page area of terminal node T1 is expanded
(adding area® ). If the area change is sufficient to make
it intolerable after counting the leading allowance, an
attempt is made to shift the vertical common boundary line
of VP(T1 ) and VP(T2 ) to the left by one column. The area of
the new VP(T1 ) and VP(T 2 ), as shown in (d), is then rechecked.
Should the area difference still be outside the leading
tolerance, the assembling process for the extended operator
_________________________ U
T I
0
top boundary of the
constructed VP( I)
V __T
Il VP(N) VP(E)0
assembled VP( II)
(a)
VP(Ta)
VP(T)
VP(E)
VP(N)
(c)
Fig. 5.20 Size Modification and Check of Neighboring Virtual Pages
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V
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is then considered to have failed.
In our previous discussion of assembling virtual pages
for the extended set of horizontal operators, we used extensively
a particular operator, namely It, for illustration. However,
the same techniques can also be applied to the other extended
horizontal operators. Figure 5.21 depicts the assembled
virtual page for each extended horizontal operator. The
auxiliary straight boundary line for the assembled virtual
page is denoted by dashed lines. The previously described
virtual-page-size modification and check is carried out for
the neighboring virtual page attached to the auxiliary
boundary line.
5.3.3 Virtual-Page Construction and Assembly for Extended
Vertical Operators
In the construction of virtual pages for subnodes of
extended vertical operators, the virtual page of a non-extended
subnode is set to be one column less than its parent virtual
page. That is, assuming that X and Y are the dimensions of
the given parent virtual page for the extended vertical
operator, the dimensions (XN , YN ) of the non-extended
subnode virtual page, VP(N), is determined as follows:
XN = X- (5-5)N
VP (N)
(a) VP( IT)
VP(E)
(b) VP (tI )
(c) VP( 4)
Fig. 5.21
(d) VP(41 )
Assembled Virtual Pages for
Extended Horizontal Operators
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VP (E)
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total area of news items selected
for the non-extended subnode N (5-6)
XN
I
where YN is rounded off to the nearest integer.
Then the dimensions (XE , YE') of the extended subnode virtual
page, VP(E), is calculated in the following manner:
YE = Y- YN (5-7)
total area of news items selected
X, for the extended subnode E (5-8)
XE
YE
where XE is rounded off to the nearest integer.
As a result, two subnode virtual pages of different
widths are constructed whose total height is the same as the
height of their parent virtual page. The width of virtual
page VP(E) is either greater than or equal to the width of
the parent virtual page, depending on the relative size and
shape of the two subnode virtual pages. If the virtual page
of subnode N is large enough and wide enough to allow the
1-column area reduction to be absorbed by the leading tolerance,
then the extended-subnode virtual page need not be widened.
Otherwise, the virtual page VP(E) has to be extended by one
column to keep the total area of the two-subnode virtual
page close to that of the given parent virtual page.
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Figure 5.22 depicts these two possibilities for an extended
vertical operator :4with a 6-column wide virtual page. The
dashed lines indicate the given virtual page for the extended
operator.
As to the assembly of subnode virtual pages for extended
vertical operators, the techniques used in 5.3.2 for extended
horizontal operators can be applied. That is, subnode virtual
pages are placed on top of each other to create a non-rectangular
assembled virtual page with either a flat left-hand or right-
hand side, depending on the particular operator. In the
assembling process of the extended operator virtual page
with other virtual pages, the previously constructed parent
virtual page is used to determine the auxiliary boundaries
for the non-flat side. Furthermore, virtual-page size
modification and an area check are also performed for a virtual
page attached to the non-flat side of the assembled virtual
page. Figure 5.23 depicts the assembled virtual page for
each extended vertical operator where the auxiliary boundaries
are denoted by dashed lines.
I l j l lN )
I I I
one-column width difference two-column width difference
(a) (b)
Fig. 5.22 Virtual Page Construction for Extended Vertical Operator
% JP( 1:
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5.4 EXTENSION OF LAYOUT TECHNIQUES TO PAGES WITH DISPLAY-ADS
So far we have restricted the application of these
layout techniques to pages without display-ads. In this
section we extend the non-ads page-layout techniques to
accommodate pages with ads, using a full-page non-ads layout
template as a layout guide.
The layout of pages with ads differs from previously
presented full-page layout techniques primarily in that the
virtual pages (or news blocks) in the layout in general have
non-rectangular shapes. Although the virtual-page concept
of layout can still be applied, a virtual page can no longer
be described by only two numbers which represent the width
and height of a rectangular news block.
5.4.1 Non-Rectangular Virtual-Page Description
Figure 5.24 depicts three possible ads-layout styles,
where the shaded areas denote the resultant news-hole. As
depicted in the figure, all ads-layout styles follow the so-
called "pyramid rule" which requires:
(1) the width of an ad placed on top of another ad
must be less than or equal to the width of the
bottom ad.
(2) the height of an ad to one side of another ad
towards the center of the page must be less than
or equal to the height of the outer ads.
p )
(a) Right-Pyramid (b) Left-Pyramid (c) Double-Pyramid
Fig. 5.24 Ads Layout Styles and Its Remaining News-Hole
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As the result, the remaining non-rectangular news-hole is
always in a upside-down pyramid shape with a flat top boundary.
Such a non-rectangular virtual page can be described uniquely
and unambiguously by an array of numbers indicating the length
of the news area in each column.
As an example, Fig. 5.25 illustrates a typical 8-column
upside-down pyramid virtual page area along with its numerical
representation. The virtual page description, an array of
numbers on top of the page, indicates the length (in terms of
vertical measuring units such as lines) of the area in each column.
Numerical Description of the Non-Rectangular Virtual Page
& & &I 4i 5lulP 3g 7 5
NonjRecangdlar
I Vilrtudl Pgge
I - I I
Fig. 5.25 Non-Rectangular Virtual Page and
Its Numerical Description
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5.4.2 Subnode Traversing Sequence
Being able to describe a non-rectangular virtual page
appropriately, the basic layout technique of traversing the
layout syntax tree and the notion of virtual page-layout can
thus be applied easily to pages with ads. As before, the
layout of a news page is accomplished by traversing the nodes
of the syntax tree in a prescribed order. Furthermore, during
the visit of each node, certain layout actions are performed,
such as determining the subnode traversing sequence, and
constructing and assembling the virtual sub-pages for subnodes.
In the determination of subnode traversing sequence,
subnodes are first grouped into pairs according to their
positions in the subtree. Figure 5.26 depicts how the subnodes
are grouped into pairs. For operator node with odd number of
subnodes, the last pair contains only one subnode. The pair
of outer-most two subnodes is assigned the highest priority,
and the inner pairs of subnodes are assigned lower priority.
In other words, subnodes in the first pair Pl are traversed
before subnodes in P2, P2 is before P3, and so forth. Within
each pair, the traversing precedence of the two subnodes is
determined in the same way as discussed in section 5.2.1; for
a vertical construction operator node, an operator subnode has
precedence over a terminal subnode, and vice versa for a
horizontal construction operator node.
-161-
Through traversal the subnodes from outer to inner ones,
the non-rectangular virtual page can thus be cut into sub-
pages accordingly, as described in the next section.
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Fig. 5.26 Formation of Subnode Pairs
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5.4.3 Construction and Assembly of Non-Rectangular Virtual Pages
During the layout of an operator node, news items
assigned to the node are distributed to its subnodes according
to the number, as well as the type, of the terminal descendants
each subnode has. A news block, called a virtual page, is
then constructed for each subnode, whose area matches the
total area of the news items selected for the subnode. For
layout of pages with ads, the given news-hole is non-rectangular,
and so are the news blocks constructed for the subnodes.
The non-rectangular virtual pages for subnodes are
constructed following the same order as the subnode traversing
sequence. In other words, virtual pages of outer subnodes
are constructed before the inner subnodes. For each subnode,
the virtual page is constructed by cutting off from the
parent non-rectangular virtual page an area which, within
the leading tolerance, matches the total area of the news
items selected for the subnode. For vertical or horizontal
construction type operator nodes, the cutting of the parent
virtual page is made either vertically or horizontally and
the subnode virtual page area is cut from one of the four
sides of the parent page, depending on the type of the parent
operator node and whether the subnode is a left or right
subnode in the traversing precedence pair to which it belongs.
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For an embedded-type operator node, the virtual page of the
left subnode is the same as its parent virtual page, and the
virtual page of the right subnode is cut from one of the
three allowable corners of the parent virtual page.
Figure 5.27 depicts how the cutting of the virtual sub-
page is made for the pair of left-most and right-most subnodes
L and R, respectively. In each case, the constructed virtual
sub-pages, that is, the areas being cut off, are denoted by
shaded areas. Note that the area being cut should match
the total area of news items selected for the subnode. The
arrows in the figures indicate the directions that the cutting
lines are moved to accumulate an appropriate area.
After the virtual page for a subnode is constructed,
that is, cut from its parent virtual page, the parent virtual
page is then used as the current parent virtual page for
construction of the next subnode virtual page. As a result,
the virtual page of the last subnode to be traversed is the
finally reduced parent virtual page.
As an example, Fig. 5.28 illustrates the virtual-page
cutting process and the reduced parent virtual page at each
stage for an operator with three subnodes L, M, and R. The
non-rectangular news block (291 column-lines) depicted in
Fig. 5.25 is used as the parent virtual page, and the news-item
II
P
II
(a) Horizontal Construction Operator Node
~/7
(b) Vertical Construction Operator Node
Fig. 5.27 Cutting of Virtual Sub-Pages
L
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(c) Embedded Operator Node
Fig. 5.27 ( Continued )
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areas assigned to the subnodes L, M, and R are 78, 108, and
105 column-lines, respectively. Assume that subnode R is
traversed first, then subnode L, and finally subnode M.
Figures 5.28(a) and (b) depict the construction process for
a horizontal and vertical operator node, respectively. The
constructed subnode virtual pages are indicated by shaded
areas, and the area of the virtual page constructed at each
stage is denoted by parenthesized numbers within the news
block area. The area is calculated by summing the numbers
in the array on top of the news block.
Note that the virtual page constructed for subnode R
in Fig. 5.28(b) has a very small area (2 lines high, one
column wide) in the right-most column. Thus, this layout
is inadequate for accommodating the headline of the story
placed in VP(R).
In order to solve this problem, two numbers associated
with each horizontal cutting line are defined.
Overhead Distance --- the distance between the horizontal
cutting line and the next transition
(lower than the cutting line) of
column heights.
Latency Distance --- the distance between the horizontal
cutting line and the last transition
(higher than the cutting line) of
column heights.
(291)
(78) (108) (105)
sizes of news items
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reduced Vp for (II after
VP(R) is constructed
r Q a 4o 0 -5
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re uce VP for III after
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(11b)
I
(a) Horizontal Operator Node
Fig. 5.28 Construction of Non-Rectangular Virtual Pages
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Figure 5.29 shows the overhead and latency distances for a
typical horizontal cutting line. Note that the next lower
or last higher column-height transition points can be either
on the left-hand or right-hand side of the virtual page.
For layout of pages with ads, users are required to
specify the minimum allowable overhead and latency distance.
During the construction of subnode virtual pages for an
vertical-operator node, the resultant overhead and latency
distance for each cutting line is compared to the user
specified minimum distance. If the distance is less than the
minimum requirement, an attempt is made to move the line
either upwards or downwards in order to reach the specified
minimum-distance requirement. Should such a move be non-acceptable
last transition of
column heights
Latency Distance
I verhead Distance
next transition of
I column heights
Fig. 5.29 Overhead and Latency Distance
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due to the area constraint of the news items, the construction
of the subnode virtual page is considered to have failed.
As an example, assume the minimum overhead and latency
distance for the layout depicted in Fig. 5.28(b) are specified
as 5 and 3 lines respectively. The cutting of VP(R) from the
original virtual page results in a 2 line overhead-distance
and a 3 line latency-distance. Since the overhead-distance
is less than the minimum requirement of 5 lines, the cutting
line is moved downward by 2 lines to eliminate the top small
area in the last column of VP(R). Figure 5.30 depicts the
original and the modified cutting line. The new modified
cutting line in (b) now has a 13-line overhead and 5-line
latency distance, and creates a VP(R) of 97 column-lines.
Since the difference between 97-column-lines VP(R) and the
specified 105 column-lines for subnode R can be offset by
a±10 percent leading, the VP(R) is thus constructed successfully.
Although the constructed virtual sub-pages are non-
rectangular, they all have a flat line at their boundary of
commonability due to the use of straight cutting lines during
the construction. As the result, the techniques of assembling
the sub-pages presented in section 5.2.4 can also be applied
to the assembling of non-rectangular virtual pages without
any modification.
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Fig. 5.30 Modification of Virtual Page Cutting Line
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5.4.4 Layout Example of a News Page with Ads
Consider the layout of a 288-column-lines non-rectangular
news-hole area, as depicted in Fig. 5.31(a). Three stories A,
B, and C, and one stand-alone picture P are assigned to the
area. The areas of stories A, B, and C are 100, 74, and 51
column-lines, respectively; and the picture dimensions are
3 columns by 21 lines. Note that the total area of the four
news items matches the area of the given news block, which is
the result of the story-and-picture-assignment process.
The non-ads layout template ( P1 - S2 ) II ( S3 = S4 )
is used as the structural guide for the news-item placement.
The layout template and its syntax-tree representation is
depicted in Fig. 5.31(b) where the two vertical operators are
denoted as -) and -- 0 . Assuming that story A has the
highest and story C the lowest importance ranking, the news
items are selected for each node as listed within the parentheses
in the figure. The numbers under the news items are the
total areas of the news items selected for the nodes.
Figure 5.32(a) depicts the various stages during the
construction of virtual pages for each node. At the root
node II , the virtual page of operator node -(')is constructed
by cutting off a three-column area (167 column-lines) from
the left-hand side of the given non-rectangular news block.
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(b) Layout Template and Its
B,C )
125
100 74 51
Syntax Tree
Fig. 5.31 Inputs Of Layout Example
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The remaining area (121 column-lines) becomes the virtual
page for the other operator node = 1'. If a 10 percent leading
tolerance is assumed, the areas of these two virtual pages
(167 and 121 column-lines) are within the allowable tolerance
of their original total area specifications (163 and 125
column-lines), respectively. Each constructed virtual page
is further cut horizontally to creat two terminal virtual
sub-pages. If the minimum overhead and latency distances are
specified as 5 and 3 lines respectively, all four terminal
virtual pages satisfy these requirements and are constructed
successfully. The resultant terminal virtual pages, VP(Pl),
VP(S2), VP(S3), and VP(S4), are shown as shaded areas in
Fig. 5.32(a) where the number in each virtual page denotes
the area of the page.
Since a virtual page whose area is within the specified
leading tolerance of the selected news item can be obtained
for each terminal node, the assembling process can thus
proceed starting from the operator node '0). Figure 5.32(b)
depicts the assembled virtual pages for each node of the
syntax tree. The final assembled virtual page at the root
node represents the news layout dummy where the news-item
identification and its area are denoted within each news block.
As the figure indicates, the structure of the news items
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173X2 I
ItA)l 148 3
(b) Assembly of Virtual Pages
Fig. 5.32 ( Continued )
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placed on the page conforms to that specified by the layout
template.
In summary, this chapter presents all the basic techniques
needed to place the assigned stories and pictures on pages
using a layout template as a structural guide. A symbolic
layout template is first parsed into a syntax-tree representation.
The actual page-layout algorithm is based on the concept of
traversing the layout syntax tree in a prescribed order.
Furthermore, a virtual-page concept of layout which treats
a reduced news block as a full news page is employed to
allow the algorithm to work recursively.
The basic algorithm for laying out full news pages with
only basic and embedded operators in the template is then
refined to include the extended set of operators, and the
refined algorithm is further extened to accommodate pages
with ads. Although the detailed algorithms may vary slightly
in each case, the basic layout concepts and techniques remain
unaltered. The next chapter presents experimental results
derived from applying the template-driven layout techniques
to real situations. In each test case, data taken from an
actual newspaper, the Boston Globe, are used as inputs, and
the results generated from the template-layout algorithms
are compared with the original manual layouts as they appeared
in the Globe.
CHAPTER 6
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF TEMPLATE-DRIVEN LAYOUT TECHNIQUES
In this chapter, experimental results generated by the
template-driven layout techniques are presented. Data taken
from two news pages without ads and one page with ads selected
from a local newspaper, the Boston Globe, are used as inputs.
The news pages without ads and the page with ads have a 6-column
and 8-column layout format, respectively. For the purpose of
our experiments, pages in both formats are divided into 100
lines vertically. Then, the areas of stories, pictures, and
ads on the pages are measured in columns and lines. For
simplicity, headline and caption areas are considered as part
of the story and picture area, respectively.
In the test cases, the set of input data taken from the
paper includes, for each news item on the page, the measured
story area or picture dimensions and the importance ranking
of the story or picture. The importance rankings are assigned
according to the location and appearance of the news item on
the page. Following the layout algorithm described in Chapter 5,
several layout templates whose structures differ from the page
as laid out by the Globe are then used as the structural guide
for placing the news items taken from the paper. The results
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are presented for the successful layouts, and explanations
are made for the layout failures. In all experimental cases,
a ±10 percent leading of story area is allowed.
6.1 LAYOUT EXPERIMENT I
Page three of the July 22, 1976 issue of the Globe is
used as the first test case of a page without ads. As laid
out by the Globe, there are five stories and one stand-alone
picture on this page. Two of the five stories have pictures
associated with them. The measured areas or dimensions of
the news items together with their assigned importance
rankings, are listed in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1 Input Data for Experiment I
(Page 3 of July 22, 1976 issue of Boston Globe)
News Item
Election
Farmer
Bars
Red-Tape
Naval
Zoo
Classifications
Story
Associated Picture
Story
Associated Picture
Story
Story
Story
Stand-Alone Picture
Areas or
Dimensions
Importance
Rankings Assigned
152
2 X 26
94
2 X 19
84
2 X 33
* story areas are in column-lines and picture dimensions are
designated as columns X lines.
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Figure 6.1 depicts the four layout templates, Tl to T4,
used in the layout experiment. In the templates, the integer
part of the news item identifier indicates the relative importance
ranking of the news item, and a story and picture having the
same integer are associated with each other. For example,
in template Tl, picture Pl is associated with story Sl, P2
with S2; and Pl and Sl are considered more important than P2
and S2. Note also that each template has exactly the same
number of news items in each type category as the input data:
3 S-type, 2 SP-type, 2 PS-type, and 1 P-type. The page dummy
as laid out by the Globe is depicted in Fig. 6.2(a) where the
area of each news block is denoted by the parenthesized number
within the block, and pictures are indicated by cross-lines.
The template-driven algorithm successfully produced
layouts from both templates Tl and T2. The resulting layout
dummies are shown in Fig. 6.2(b) and (c), respectively. To
gain the effect of a completed newspaper, the original news
page as it appeared in the paper is shown in Fig. 6.3, and
the two computer-generated dummies after manually pasting
up the actual stories and pictures are shown in Figs. 6.4 and
6.5. For simplicity, the small block "Correction" is considered
as part of the story "Naval". Note that in the layout results
of Figs. 6.4 and 6.5, the structures of the news items placed
on the page do conform to the layout templates Tl and T2.
On the other hand, templates T3 and T4 in Fig. 6.1 fail
(p2=32) II (( SI (II (I =S3))=S4 = (f-IIS))
S1 I
S3
S4
S2
P5
S6
(a) T1
(SI EPI)= (S2ll1(P3=33)IIS4-)= (pSllS6 )
(c) T3
(sl 11 (( P2 IS2)= S= (P411S)= (S6 19 P,)
(d) T4
Layout Templates Used
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S16))
(b) T2
Fig. 6.1 in Experiment I
(a) Page as Laid out by Globe (b) Template-Generated PageUsing TI as a Guide
*- 2 - - - 2 - - 2 -
(c) Template-Generated Page
Using T2 as a Guide
Fig. 6.2 Layout Dummies of Experiment I
1
I
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Fig. 6.5 Layout of Fig. 6.3 Using Template T2
_1
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to generate acceptable layouts for this particular set of news
data. In the bottom portion of the page (denoted by heavier
lines in Fig. 6.1(c)), template T3 calls for an independent
picture P5 and a stand-alone story S6 of the same height.
Since the dimensions of the only independent picture "Zoo" are
2 columns by 33 lines, the story located beside the picture
must fit into an area of 4 columns by 33 lines (132 column-lines).
Unfortunately, none of the areas of the three given stories,
"Bars" (66 column-lines), "Red-tape" (84 column-lines), and
"Naval" (48 column-lines), are within the leading tolerance of
the required areas. As a result, the layout attempt using T3
as a structural guide fails.
When template T4 is used, the layout requires a story
along with its associated picture to be placed in the upper-right
corner of the page (denoted by heavier lines in Fig. 6.1(d)).
Due to the existence of story item S1 next to it, which occupies
at least a one-column-wide area, the maximum width of the P2-
and-S2 area is 5 columns. Because both of the given associated
pictures are 2-columns wide, the area for S2 is at most 3-columns
wide and either 26-lines high (if the picture associated with
"Election" is chosen) or 19-lines high (if the picture associated
with "Farmer" is chosen). In either case, the specified story
areas for "Election" and "Farmer", 152 and 94 column-lines
respectively, do not fit into the S2 area. Consequently, the
layout following the structure of T4 is unsuccessful.
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6.2 LAYOUT EXPERIMENT II
Page three of the July 27, 1976 issue of the Globe is
used to derive the inputs for our second layout experiment.
Again, there are five stories, two of them with an associated
picture, and one stand-alone picture on the page. The input
data of the news items are listed in Table 6.2, and the two
templates, T5 and T6, used in the layout experiment are depicted
in Fig. 6.6(a) and (b), respectively.
Note that the structure of template T5 has the same
structure as the page used in Experiment I from the July 22
issue of the Globe (see Fig. 6.3). In other words, an attempt
is made to lay out the news items from the July 27 page in
the same structure as the July 22 page. The successful template-
generated layout dummy are depicted in Fig. 6.7 along with the
page dummy used by the Globe. During the layout process an
additional embedded operator was assumed, one in which the
embedded item is located in the top middle of the other item,
such as the "Kennedy" picture in Fig. 6.7(a). Although our
embedded set of operators defined in Chapter 4 does not
include this operator, it should be obvious that the operator
set can be easily augmented and the layout technique extended
to allow this structure.
The original page 3 of the July 27 issue and the manual
paste-up of the template-generated results are shown in Figs. 6.8
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Table 6.2 Input Data for Experiment II
(Page 3 of July 27, 1976 issue of Boston Globe)
News Items Classifications
Areas or .
Dimensions
Importance
Rankings Assigned
Kennedy
A
Patients
Police-Patrols
Lineup-Case
Housing
Story
ssociated Picture
Story
Story
ssociated Picture
Story
Story
-ind-Alone Picture 2 X 30
* in column-lines or columns X lines
(Sl 11 ((P21S2)= S3= (P04 11))) = (s 9P6 )
(a) T5 (b) T6
Fig. 6.6 Layout Templates Used in Experiment II
140
2X17
82
3 X 16
120
(sl PI) = ((sZBsP2)11S3)=((S4=s5)Pp)
T
229
I
41
--- 2 - ------- 4 - --
(a) Page as Laid out by Globe (b) Template-Generated PageUsing T5 as a Guide
Layout Dummies of Experiment II
29
25
20
10
4-
30
T
2q
).
30
Fig. 6.7
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and 6.9, respectively. Note that the picture associated
with "Police-Patrols" in Fig. 6.9 is positioned on top of the
story text, despite the call by template T5 for an embedded
layout at the upper-right corner (S2 and P2 in Fig. 6.6(a)).
This occurs because a 3-column area is constructed for the news
item "Police-Patrols" (story and picture combined) during
its layout, and the associated picture is also 3-columns wide;
consequently, the picture occupies the entire top part of
the area.
Template T6, shown in Fig. 6.6(b), is the same as T4
in Fig. 6.1(d). It again fails to produce a successful layout
due to the large story text areas of "Kennedy" and "Police-
Patrols" and their relatively small associated pictures.
Again, as in Experiment I, neither of these two news items
is able to fit into the upper-right corner (S2 and P2 in
Fig. 6.6(b)) in the structure required by template T6.
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Kennedy's busing stand hurting him in some Boston wards
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Fig. 6.8 Original Page 3 as Printed in the
July 27, 1976 Issue of Boston Globe
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Kennedy's busing stand hurting him in some Boston wards
By Charles Claffey
Globe Stff
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6.3 LAYOUT EXPERIMENT III
In order to test the layout of pages with ads, data are
taken from page 8 of the July 28, 1976 issue of the Globe
and used as inputs for the layout algorithm. The page as laid
out by the Globe has an 8-column format and contains six ads,
three stories, and one stand-alone picture. Table 6.3 lists
the areas or dimensions of the news items and ads as measured
from the original page, and Fig. 6.10 depicts three layout
templates, T7 to T9, used in the experiment. The minimum
overhead and latency distance specified for this experiment
is 5 and 3 lines, respectively.
The original page layout as it appeared in the paper
is depicted in Fig. 6.11(a), where the ads-area is denoted
by the shaded area and the remaining non-rectangular news-hole
is described by the numbers on top of the page. These numbers
represent the news-hole depth for each column. Figure 6.11(b)
depicts the layout dummy obtained by using template T7. The
details of the layout are presented in section 5.4.4 where
the case was used as an example of the layout algorithm.
Figuresi6.12 and 6.13 show the original news page on the
Globe and our algorithmic layout results obtained by pasting
up the dummy in Fig. 6.11(b), respectively.
In the second test case of this experiment, the ads-dummy
of the original page is modified and template T8 is used.
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Table 6.3 Input Data for Experiment III
(page 8 of July 28, 1976 issue of Boston Globe)
News or Ads
Rent-Hike
Car-Insurance
Metco-Cuts
Children's-Zoo
Stearns-Coat
Staerns-Glasses
Sears
Lakes-Region
Congressman
Simpson's
Classifications
Story
Story
Story
Stand-Alone Picture
Ad
Ad
Ad
Ad
Ad
Ad
Areas or
Dimensions
Importance
Rankings Assigned
100
74
3 X 21
3 X 68
3 X 33
2 X 50
2 X 32
2 X 18
1 X 9
( Pi = S2)JJ(53=S4)
(a) T7
(PI = S2) 11 (S3 Ba s4-)
(b) T8
S211 (PI =S4-)lS3
(c) T9
6.10 Layout Templates Used in Experiment IIIFig.
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(a)2 Page as3 Laid out 3 Globe
(a) Page as Laid out by Globe
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(b) Template-Generated page
Using T7 as a Guide
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(c) Template-Generated Page
Using T8 as a Guide
6.11 Layout Dummies
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Fig. of Experiment III
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The modified ads-locations as well as the template-generated
layout dummy is depicted in Fig. 6.11(c). Although the
positions of ads are slightly different from the original
layout in Fig. 6.11(a), the total ads area and hence the
new-hole area, is retained. Again, layout dummy is used to
guide the paste-up of the news items and the resultant news
page is shown is Fig. 6.14.
As another test case,the modified news-hole in Fig. 6.11(c)
is laid out using template T9, shown in Fig. 6.10(c), as the
layout guide. As depicted in Fig. 6.15, after the virtual
pages for stories "Rent-Hike" and "Car-Insurance" are constructed
on each side of the given news-hole, the remaining area
(denoted by the shaded area) is only 2 columns wide. Although
the area (116 column-lines) comes very close to the total
area (114 column-lines) of the remaining story and picture
("Metco-Cuts" and "Children's-Zoo"), the picture will not fit
into the area because of its specified 3-column width.
Therefore, the layout attempt using template T9 fails.
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Fig. 6.15 Unsuccessful Layout Using Template T9
CHAPTER 7
TEMPLATES AND TEMPLATE-LIBRARY
Fundamental to a template-driven news-layout system is
a computer-stored template-library. Through use of symbolic
graphic language to describe only the desired relative
positions of news items on a page, the number of templates
required to cover a wide spectrum of layout possibilities
can be held to a managable number.
In this chapter, the issues related to an operational
template-library and the symbolic templates stored in it
are presented. After a discussion of some general template
design considerations in section 7.1, the number of different
layout structures that appear in a typical medium-size
newspaper over a period of time is presented and analysed.
Based on this observation, the number of templates required
in an operational template-library can be estimated. Since
a selected layout template does not always generate a successful
layout result during the layout process, several templates
may have to be tried for a given set of news items assigned
to the page before an acceptable layout can be obtained.
Therefore, templates must be retrieved from the library in a
logical sequence. Section 7.3 describes one straight-forward
-201-
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method of organizing the stored templates for achieving
reasonable retrieval time.
In reading this chapter, the reader should bear in mind
that this chapter is not intended to give a detailed analysis
of the template-library size or to propose an optimal template-
library organization. Instead, through use of examples and
observations, it is shown that the template-library itself
does not impose any realization problem in designing an
operational template-driven news-layout system.
7.1 TEMPLATE DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
The experimental results presented in Chapter 6 show
that a particular layout template does not always generate a
successful layout for a given set of news items. Some
templates are more suitable than others for laying out one
particular combination of story and picture sizes.
In general, pictures are the major bottleneck towards
achievement of a successful layout. Unlike stories, which
require only a news block of specified area without any further
constraints on dimensions, pictures have fixed dimensions
and cannot be adjusted during layout . Moreover, due to the
* This assumes that cropping of pictures during the news-layout
process is not allowable. If cropping at layout time is
permitted, the layout process becomes easier.
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existence of fixed-dimension pictures on the page, the stories
placed in areas adjacent to the pictures very often are less
flexible in the formation of an appropriate news block. As
a result, the more pictures on a page, the more difficult
is the layout task.
As an example, template T3 of Fig. 6 .1(c) requires a
rectangular news block to be constructed at the bottom of
the page. The news block consists of a stand-alone picture
item (P5) on the left-hand side, and an unrelated story item
(S6) on the right-hand side. Since the dimensions of the
picture selected for P5 are fixed, the shape of the news
block for S6 is restricted. Should none of the three stand-
alone stories assigned to the page fit into this area, no
acceptable layout results can be obtained with this template.
Some templates are better suited than others for a
particular combination of story and picture sizes, even
though template itself is independent of news-item sizes.
Hence, in a design for layout templates for an operational
template-library, an attempt should be made to include templates
suitable for a broad spectrum of possible story- and picture-
size combinations. For example, templates Tl and T2 in
Fig. 6.1(a) and (b) are more suitable for laying out pages
assigned with two smaller pictures (P1 and P2 in Tl, and P1
and P3 in T2) associated with two relative larger story areas
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( Sl and S2 in TI, and SI and S3 in T2); while template T4 in
Fig. 6.1(d) is better for pages with a story and an associated
picture (S2 and P2) having approximately equal areas. If
only templates suitable for a limited set of story- and
picture-size combinations are stored in the library, a
news-item size combination which does not belong to this
set will fail to be laid out.
In the design of templates for pages with display-ads,
special considerations are required for various ads-dummy
styles. Since the news-holes of pages with ads have upside-
down pyramid shapes, it is easier in general to place news
items on the upper part of the page than the lower part
where the ads impose tighter constraints. Therefore, templates
with more items located in -the top portion of the page than
the lower portion are suitable for ads-page layout. Furthermore,
for pages with right-pyramid ads-layout style (see Fig. 5.24(a)),
there is more room in general in the left-hand side of the
news-hole, and vice versa for left-pyramid ads-dummy (see
Fig. 5.24(b)).
As an illustration, Figure 7.1 depicts four possible
layout templates, each with three story items (Sl, S2, and S3).
Template D is less suitable for ads-page layout than template
T; template R is preferred for left-pyramid-ads pages; and
template L is preferred for right-pyramid-ads pages. The
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template-library should contain several templates which are
suitable for each category of ads-layout styles used in the
paper in order to increase the probability of successful
layout.
(a) Template T (b) Template D
S2
Sl
s3
(c) Template R
Sl
S2
S3
(d) Template L
Fig. 7.1 Four Possible 3-Item Layout Templates
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7.2 TEMPLATE-LIBRARY SIZE ESTIMATION
Through use of the news graphic language presented in
Chapter 4, layout templates can be described symbolically
by the relative position between news items rather than
their fixed coordinates on the page. As a result, the number
of templates required in symbolic template-library is several
orders of magnitude less than the library which would result
if precise locations had to be specified.
In order to support this claim and further to estimate
the size of a template-library required in an operational
news layout system, the different layout structures appearing
in a local newspaper over a period of time were analysed.
Specifically, the news-department of the 24 weekday issues
of July, 1976 Boston Globe were surveyed. The daily Globe
was chosen because that it is a medium-size newspaper with
respect to the average number of pages published per day
(approximately 45 pages); furthermore its layout styles,
consisting of both 6-column and 8-column formats, are typical
of many newspapers.
The layout samples totaled 356 pages from the news-
department of 24 Globe editions (editorial pages are excluded).
About three-fourth of the pages (267 pages) contain 4 news
items or less. In this case a story and its associated
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picture is counted as one news item. For example, page 3 of
the July 22 and 27 issues shown in Fig. 6.3 and 6.8 respectively,
are both considered as having 6 news items (5 stories, two
of them with associated pictures, and one stand-alone picture).
A template was drawn for each sample page to match the
layout structure on the page. For every issue of the paper,
the constructed templates are grouped into two categories:
templates which have not appeared before, and templates which
have appeared in previous issues. The number of templates
in each category for the 24 issues is shown in Fig. 7.2
where the new templates are represented by the shaded areas
(both single- and double-shaded), and the previously used
templates are denoted by the non-shaded white areas. The
single-shaded and double-shaded areas in the figure represent
those newly constructed page templates with either 1 to 4
news items or 5 to 7 items, respectively. Since there were
no repeats found in the 24 issues for templates with 5 items
or more, all the repetitive templates represented by the non-
shaded areas in the figure contain less than 5 news items.
For example, as indicated in Fig. 7.2, the first issue
had 3 pages (out of the 22 pages in the news-department) with
5 items or more. In the 13 pages of the second issue, there
were 4 pages whose layout structures appeared in the first
issue, and 9 pages (3 pages with 1 to 4 items, and 6 pages
I I pages with previously constructed templates
pages with new, templates ( 1 to 4 items )
pages with new templates ( 5 to 7 items )
22
/6
7
/7 Ilb I? 20
Fig. 7.2 Pages of July, 1976 Issues of the Globe
/ 2. 3 ia Jes
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with 5 to 7 items) with new layout structures. It is important
to note that as the sample grows, the proportion of newly
constructed templates with 4 items or less (the single-shaded
area of each issue) decreases, while the proportion of the
repetitive templates (non-shaded area) increases.
Figure 7.3 illustrates how the number of templates with
1 to 4 items builds up as the sample size grows. The number
of one-item templates is unchanged after the 4th issue; the
number of 2-item templates is constant after the 16th issue;
and the number of 3-item templates tends to level off around
the 18th to 24th issues. More importantly, the figure
indicates that the number of templates with 4 items or less
tends to level off. By extrapolating the upper curve, it is
estimated that the number of templates with 4 news items or
less reaches a limit of approximately 110 to 120 templates.
Since the survey of 24 issues contains insufficient data to
provide a clear indication of how the templates with more
than 4 items build up, analysis can be used to estimate
the maximum number of those templates as shown below.
So far, templates have been grouped together according
to their number of news items. However, templates with a
fixed number of items can be further divided into sub-groups
in accordance with their combinations of stories and pictures.
-210-
of templates
4-item-or-less templates
3-item templates
2-item templates
Fig. 7.3 Profile of the 24-Issue Template-Library
/ 2 3 4 S 6 7 V 7 /0 / /A. /3 14 /13 16 7 /1 It 20 Al aZ 23 24 sues
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For example, a 2-item template could have the following six
possible story- and picture- (S-P) combinations:
two stories (2S),
two stand-alone pictures (2P),
two stories with associated pictures (2SP),
one stand-alone picture and one story with
an associated picture (lSP-lP),
one story and one stand-alone picture (lS-lP), and
one story and one story with an associated picture (lS-lSP).
A well-designed template-library should have several templates
in each possible S-P combination in order to match the possible
story- and picture- sets assigned to the page for layout.
The purpose of this analysis is to establish an average number
of templates needed in each possible S-P combination using the
survey data obtained for 4-items-or-less templates.
Assuming that stories contain no more than one associated
picture, combinatorial mathematics can be used to derive the
number of possible S-P combinations for templates with n news
items, which is:
( n + 1 ) ( n + 2).2
By substituting integers 1 to 7 for n in the above expression,
Table 7.1 lists the possible number of S-P combinations
obtained for n< 7, and Table 7.2 lists the accumulated number
of S-P combinations.
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Table 7.1 Number of Possible S-P Combinations for n-Item Templates
Table 7.2 Accumulated Number of Possible S-P Combinations
2-items 3-items 4-items 5-items 6-items 7-items
or less or less or less or less or less or less
3 9 19 34 55 83 119
As stated previously, Fig. 7.3 indicates that the
number of templates with 4 items or less tends to level off
at approximately 110 to 120 templates. Since there are 24
possible S-P combinations for 4-items-or-less templates
according to Table 7.2, it is suggested that on the average
there are about 3 to 4 templates in each S-P-combination
group. This claim is also supported by the data in Fig. 7.3
for templates with fewer items, which indicates that the
numbers of templates with 1-item, 2-items, and 3-items level
off at approximately 7 to 10, 21 to 25, and 30 templates
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respectively. Hence, there also exists an approximately
3.5 : 1 ratio between these template numbers and the possible
numbers of S-P combinations listed in Table 7.1. In other
words, the data we have collected in the survey strongly
suggests that on the average there are approximately 3 to 4
templates in each possible S-P combination.
For templates with larger numbers of news items, one
might expect to encounter more layout structures for a
particular S-P combination and thus increase the number of
templates that have to be stored. For example, there are only
five possible layout structures for templates with two stories,
while a much greater number of possible layout varieties
exists for templates with five stories. However, the survey
also shows that pages with more than 4 items constitute only
one-fourth of the total pages, and they are mostly front
or early pages (pages 1 to 3). Since each newspaper tends
to have its own layout style and preference for the front
and early pages, only a subset of all possible templates in
each S-P combination of these pages is required for a particular
newspaper. Therefore, the templates with more than 4 items
do not have to cover as much of the spectrum of all possible
layout structures for each possible S-P combination as the
templates with fewer number of news items do. As a result,
it is believed that the average number of 3 or 4 templates
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for each possible S-P-combination group is a good estimate for
templates with larger as well as small numbers of items.
Therefore, the number of possible S-P combinations for
templates with 7 items or less (119 possible combinations as
listed in Table 7.2) is multiplied by 3.5 to estimate the total
number of layout templates required. Thus, in an operational
template-driven layout system for a medium-size paper, the
template library is estimated to require in the order of 400
to 500 templates.
It should be emphasized that our estimate is based on a
limited survey of 24 newspaper editions. The actual number of
templates for a particular newspaper could depart from this
figure, depending on the size of the paper and the frequency
of those pages with larger numbers of news items. Our purpose
here is to show that the size of the template-library is in a
manageable order and imposes no realization problem in designing
an operational template-driven news-layout system. Further
analysis based on a more complete survey is needed.
7.3 TEMPLATE-LIBRARY ORGANIZATION
As a result of the story-and-picture-assignment process,
a set of stories and pictures whose total area matches the
available news-hole is assigned to a page for layout. A
template with the same number of story and picture items as
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the assignment is retrieved and used as a structure guide for
the actual story and picture placement. In general, as described
in section 7.2, several templates are defined in the template-
library for a particular story and picture (S-P) combination,
and hence they are retrieved at the same time as a group.
After being retrieved, the template-selection rules then esta-
blish the priority among this subset of templates (see Chapter 3).
The template with the highest priority is tried first, then the
second-highest priority template, and so forth until a satis-
factory layout is obtained or no more retrieved templates are
available.
As the result of the way which templates are retrieved
and used, one simple straight-forward method of organizing the
templates in a library is to group templates according to the
number of story and picture items they contain. Figure 7.4
depicts a tree structure representing such an organizational
scheme. The templates with a particular S-P combination are
grouped together and thus can be retrieved easily as a group.
Although it has been estimated in section 7.2 that
on the average there are 3.5 templates in each possible S-P
combination, the actual number could vary significantly from
one S-P combination to another. Therefore, the maximum
number of templates defined for a particular S-P combination
is greater than the average, perhaps in the range of 15 to 20.
Template-Library
1-item 2-items 3-items
Is isP 1P 2S iS-1P iS- SP 3S 1S-2SP 3P
OO 00 00000
O templates
Fig. 7.4 Organization of Template-Library
nS hP
O00 0
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As a result of the relative small number of templates
in a S-P combination group, there is no real need to further
index the templates within an S-P combination group. Therefore,
for a newspaper with 500 to 1000 templates, the organization
scheme shown in Fig. 7.4 is adequate to achieve reasonable
template retrieval-time.
CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSIONS
8.1 TEMPLATE-DRIVEN NEWS LAYOUT
Our investigation of computer-assisted news layout has
provided insights into the capabilities and limitations of
computer algorithms for positioning news stories and pictures
on newspaper pages. Our objective of a computerized news
layout is to increase productivity in the news-layout process
through use of modern computer-assisted technology. We have
concentrated our efforts on a highly automated system in
which the computer takes an active role in making layout
decisions, although the system always allows for human
approval of layout results and the possibility of manual
override and modification.
In light of this objective, a template-driven news
layout scheme has been chosen. In contrast to the one-story-
at-time approach, the template-driven layout concept allows
the user to specify satisfactory page-layout structures
a priori. Then, the computer positioning of individual
stories and pictures is guided effectively, and the probability
of achieving successful layouts is increased. The layout
templates, representing the user-specified layout structures,
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are described symbolically by the relative positions between
news items and therefore can be applied to the news-layout
process without matching the actual story and picture sizes.
The symbolic template approach reduces the total number of
templates needed in a layout system from 105 -106 for a
precast-template system to less than 103 templates, while
still retaining adequate information about the template
structure. This large reduction in the size of the required
template library makes the implementation of a template-driven
system practicable.
In order to describe the layout templates symbolically,
a news graphic language based on a set of thirteen relational
operators is developed. The operators are used to describe
the relative positions of news items on the page without
any constraint on their sizes. Although the news graphic
language is primarily defined for describing rectangular
structures, it has been shown that the language is also
capable of describing more complex structures as well (see
Fig. 4.9). Although the graphic language is simple to use,
it can express the structures of a wide spectrum of news
layouts with very few limitations. Figure 8.1 depicts one
news construction which can not be described by the news
graphic language. There may be others. It is believed,
however, that the set of layout structures that cannot be
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described is sufficiently small and unimportant such that
it does not seriously detract from the power of the layout
process.
Techniques are presented for deriving the syntax tree
of a template from its symbolic description. In the actual
placement of stories and pictures, layout techniques based on
traversing the syntax tree of the layout template are developed.
Through use of the virtual-page-construction-and-assembly
concepts, a recursive layout algorithm places the assigned
stories and pictures according to the structure specified
by the symbolic layout template. The algorithm is extended
to lay out pages with display-ads as well. Experimental
Fig. 8.1 Example of News Structure Incapable of Being
Represented by the News Graphic Language
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results of layouts taken from a typical newspaper show that
the template-driven layout scheme is capable of producing
layouts compatible with present manual layout standards,
and indeed is a sound automated approach to the news layout
problem.
8.2 STORAGE REQUIREMENT FOR A TEMPLATE-DRIVEN LAYOUT SYSTEM
Although it is beyond the scope of this report to
present a detailed hardware- and software-system configuration
for the proposed computerized template-driven news-layout
system, it is felt that, in order to gain some idea about
the system complexity, an estimation of the required storage
for such a system is beneficial. The estimate is based upon the
program and data storage requirements for an experimental
layout system developed at M.I.T. on a general-purpose time-
shared computer system (Multics) using PL/1 as a programming
tool. The experimental system is developed solely for the
purpose of testing our ideas and understanding the complexity
and scope of the proposed layout system. Hence, no special
effort is made to optimize the program design for an operational
system.
The experimental layout system occupies approximately
125,000, 36-bit words of direct-access disk memory on Multics.
This includes all the programs for story-assignment and
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actual story/picture-placement algorithms and the necessary
utility outines for data or policy input/output. Also included
are the required data and policy files for carrying out a
complete layout process such as an 8-page display-ads-dummy
file, a news data file for 60 stories and pictures, and a
story-assignment and template-selection policy file. Table 8.1
gives a detailed listing of the storage occupied by various
system components. The template library is not included in
the experimental system but a typical newspaper template
library is estimated to consist of 500 templates (see section
7.2) with an average of 30 computer words per template. This
leads to a template-library size of 15,000, 36-bit computer
words.
Table 8.1 Storage Requirement of Experimental News Layout System
COMPUTER (36-BIT)
FILE STORAGE WORDS
Ads-Dummy (8 pages) 1,000
News-Data (60 Stories and Pictures) 3,000
Policy File 1,000
Story-Assignment Algorithm 35,000
Page-Layout Algorithm 65,000
Input/Output Utility Programs 20,000
Total System Size(excluding template-library) 125,000
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For a typical newspaper of approximately 50 pages, the
ads-dummy and news-data files would occupy approximately
25,000 words. Several versions of the policy file might be
stored to reflect different policies for different days of
the week. In addition to those data files for the current
edition, it may be necessary to provide storage space for
ads-dummy and news-data files of future editions. Therefore,
it is estimated that the total storage requirement for a
complete news-layout system configurated according to the
overall structure depicted in Fig. 3.2 is of the order of
150,000 to 200,000 36-bit computer words, depending on the
number of multiple ads, news, and policy files kept on-line.
This is well within the storage capacity of a modern small-
size moving-head disk-storage unit such as the DEC RK05-AA
unit with 1,200,000 words (16-bit). It should be emphasized
that this estimate is based upon the storage utilized in
our experimental system; the actual requirement for an
operational system depends heavily on the particular hardware
and software implementation. However, the above data do
suggest, that with the current technology on-line digital
storage of the template-driven news layout system is indeed
feasible.
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8.3 FURTHER RELATED AREAS FOR RESEARCH
We have concentrated on the problem of laying out a
news page with one set of news items and one layout template.
However, in an operational template-driven layout system,
several templates representing different layout structures
with the same number of stories and pictures might be retrieved
from the template-library. Hence, a priority must be estab-
lished among this subset of templates so that they can be
tried, one template at a time, in the layout process until
a successful layout is obtained. Since some templates are
more suitable than others for layout of certain size combi-
nations of assigned stories and pictures, an optimal way to
assign the priority of templates is needed in order to reduce
the average number of templates that have to be tried before
a successful layout is produced. Obviously, the priority
of a template depends on the particular set of story and
picture sizes, and hence it must be determined during layout.
In other words, the priority of a template is dynamic in
nature; it varies from one layout to another depending on the
set of input news items. How to determine the optimal
dynamic template priority needs further research.
One of the major advantages of an interactive computer-
assisted news-layout system is the ability for user to review
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the computer-generated layout results and make manual
modifications if necessary. Therefore, a news-editing program
for modifying the computer-generated layout dummies is
essential in an integrated news-layout system. The editing
system provides the user with the capability of manupulating
the shapes and sizes of the stories and pictures as well as
such integral parts as the headlines, text, and picture captions.
Based on this notion, a set of general-purpose news-dummies
editing commands for a conventional interactive layout
(8)
system have been proposed . The news editing commands
relocate and/or re-size stories and pictures by specifying
the desired exact locations of news items on the page. However,
it is believed that with the availability of template layout
techniques, the news graphic language can be applied also in
the area of news editing. Then, a user could edit the layout
results by specifying layout changes without the need to
specify the exact news-item sizes and locations. Further
research needs to be done to exploit the news graphic editing
concept in the layout editing process.
In additional to the experimental results presented
in Chapter 6, further complete evaluation of the template-
driven layout process and the symbolic templates is also desirable.
Ultimately, the evaluation should include real-time tests in
an operating newspaper environment.
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A related future research task is to merge the news-
layout system with the display-ads-layout system that has
already been developed 4 . Thus far, we have assumed no
interaction between the ads and the news layout processes.
The news-layout algorithm accepts the ads-dummy as is and
positions the stories and pictures in the remaining news-hole.
No attempt is made to alter ads locations to facilitate the
news layout when the assigned stories and pictures can not
be placed. By merging the two layout processes and allowing
interaction between them, a complete automated newspaper
layout system can be attained.
APPENDIX A
EXPERIMENTAL SEQUENTIAL NEWS LAYOUT SYSTEM
System Structure and Characterisitics
Figure A.1 shows the overall system structure and data
bases for the experimental news layout system which places
news items one at a time. The Display-Ads Dummy File contains
the outlines of the location for each ad on the pages, as
well as the structural information of the paper such as the
number of department in the edition and the pages assigned
to each department. The information about stories and
pictures for the day, from both wire services and local
editions, is stored in the News Data File. For each story,
this information includes the slug, the relative importance
ranking of the story specified by the editor, the estimated
stroy length with maximum allowable tolerance for reduction
or expansion, and the associated picture(s) if any.
An important design feature of the system is the
separation of the news layout policies or rules from the
layout process. In other words, the story assignment and page
layout rules which influence the structure and placement of
stories and pictures are no longer buried into the news
layout algorithm. Instead, as shown in Fig. A.1, these
policies are treated as files which can be designed by the
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editors to suit their own style and may be modified any time
later as needed. Some of the major story assignment policies
are the desired ranges of number of stories and picture
percentage on certain pages, the leading percentage, and
those rules concerning the jumping of stories such as the
specification of non-jump-from or non-jump-to pages, and the
desirable jump-to pages.
The major two page layout policies to achieve variations
in the layout styles are the story height-to-width ratios
specified for each page and the page/story templates stored
in the Page Layout Template Library. The height-to-width ratio
is intended to control the layout style of news stories ranging
from horizontally oriented, multi-column layouts, to vertically
oriented, single-column layouts. Page and Story Templates
are used as guides for achieving the preferred picture pattern
on the pages and within the stories, respectively.
A brief review of story-assignment and page-layout
algorithms used in the experimental system are presented in
the following paragraphs.
Summary of Story Assignment Algorithm
In the story assignment process, a story and picture
budget is prepared to fit exactly the available news hole
on each page. It should be noted that in this process the
stories and pictures are only selected and assigned to the
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pages, but not yet positioned on the pages. The process starts
from the front page and works toward the last page by selecting
the more important stories and assigning them to pages closer
to the front of the paper. A story or picture with the
highest importance ranking in the unassigned story/picture
pool will not be selected for the page if, after being assigned,
total assigned story and picture area on that page exceeds
the amount of available news hole or the specified maximum
picture percentage, respectively. Then the next highest
important story or picture will be tried until one is found
to fit into the remaining news area. The news story area is
the sum of the estimated story text area, the associated
picture(s) area if any, and the headline area. For simplicity,
the headline area is calculated as a fixed fraction, for
example 20 percent, of the story text area.
In order to satisfy the policy requiring minimum
number of stories on a particular page, sometimes a more
important and longer story whose area does not go over the
available news hole limit has to be replaced by one or more
less important and shorter stories. But for those pages
where jumping of the stories are allowed, the more important
and longer stories can still be assigned to that page by
taking whatever space if left on the page and jumping the
rest of story text to another page. Similarly, two or more
stories with higher importance ranking have to be replaced by
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one shorter story with lower importance, if the number of
stories assigned on the page exceeds the maximum number of
stories specified in the story assignment policy file.
In this process of selecting the news stories or pictures
for a particular page, it is obvious that the chances are
very small of finding a set of stories and photos whose total
area is exactly the same as the available news hole on the
page. However, an exact fit may be achieved by either
expanding or trimming the length of stories within the specified
range of adjustment tolerance. Note that the story length
adjustment is done solely for the purpose of assigning the
required amount of news to the pages; it does not take into
account whether that will help or damage the possibility of
an aduquate page layout later. Furthermore, once the story
length adjustment is done, the story length cannot be changed
later in the actual page layout even if the intended changes
are still within the range of allowed adjustment range of
that story.
Summary of Page Layout Algorithm
After the story assignment process, each page now has
a set of news stories and photos which matches the available
news-hole on the page and is ready for positioning according
to the page layout algorithm. For each page, the page layout
process is divided into two phases --- tentative layout and
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final layout. The purpose of tentative layout is to establish
preliminary positions for photos and stories with photos so
that esthetically pleasing layouts are produced. The tentative
placement of photos and stories with photos is guided by the
page template selected from a computer-stored-template library,
and the tentative story height-width dimensions are determined
by the story size and the desirable height-width ratio specified
for that page. It is worth noticing that the page layout
process works on a page-by-page basis. As a result of the
tentative layout phase, all photos and stories with photos
assigned to that page are tentatively placed.
An example of photos and stories assigned to a page
are depicted in Fig. A.2(a). In this example, the page includes
a display ad on the lower-left corner as specified by the
display-ads dummy. The area of story texts and headlines is
indicated by the blocks A to E with the shaded areas representing
the headlines. The total page size is divided into eight
units horizontally and 100 units vertically. Two stories, A
and B, each has an associated picture, are positioned first
by the tentative layout algorithm. The height-to-width ratio
specified by the policy in this example is 1 : 1 and this is
used to determine the story shape in the tentative layout.
The story positions are guided by a page template, which in
this example, calls for one story with a picture in the upper-
left corner and the other story with a picture in the middle
INITIAL PAGE DUMMY
Ad Area = 180 square-units
News Area = 620 square-units
story text and headline
120
importance
.I I I
I II
I I
I I
I II I
AD
picture
2 X 32
1 X 20
no
NE S
I
I O
I
I
I I
II
I
I I
no
1. The numbers in the boxes are the total
areas of story text and headline in
square-unit.
2. Story E is the most important story,
and story C is the least important.
(a) Initial Page Dummy and the Stories and Pictures Assigned to the Page
Fig. A.2 Example of Stories and Pictures Assigned to a Page
100 L
170
no
(b) Tentative Layout (c) Final Page Dummy
Fig. A.2 ( Continued )
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right-side of the page. The results are shown in Fig. A.2(b).
The tentative layout serves only as a guide for the final
page layout process, and the story/picture positions assigned
during tentative layout can be altered during final layout.
During the final page layout process, the lowest impor-
tance story assigned to the page is positioned first, starting
at the left-lowest corner of the news hole, followed by the
next lowest importance story, and so forth. Selecting the
lowest importance stories first ensures that more important
stories are placed near the top of the page. Since stories
with photos are already tentatively placed on the page, the
stories selected in the above process are only those without
associated pictures.
Whenever a tentative story or photo location is
intersected during the bottom-to-top layout process, that
story or photo is laid out next regardless of its importance
in order to make the final location of photos and stories
with photos as close to their tentative locations as possible.
The final layout process for a page terminates when all the
items assigned to the page are placed successfully, or an
unrecoverable difficulty occurs in the process.
The final layout result of stories A, B, C, D, and E
is depicted in Fig. A.2(c). Starting at the bottom of the
page, the least important story C is placed first. Although
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story D is the next least important story among those stories
without photos, story A is laid out next because its tentative
location on the page is disrupted during the placement of
previous story C. Then, story D is positioned, followed by
story E, and finally story B. The detail of how the envelope
of each individual story is formed is discussed in-the next
paragraph.
Summary of Story/Picture Placement Algorithm
Given a story which may have associated pictures, an
initial story envelope is formed as a rectangular with its
size (width and height) being determined by the desired
height-to-width ratio for the page, the allowable column
widths, and the total story area including story text, headline,
and picture(s). Adjustment to the envelope size is made to
accommodate the associate picture dimensions.
Then the initial story envelope is aligned to the left-
most column at the bottom of the news hole, and shifted if
necessary to keep it within the page boundary. Next the size
and shape of the envelope is modified if necessary to eliminate
areas that overlap the display ads or previous placed items.
That is, the boundaries of the story envelope will move up,
left, or right depending upon the specified fashion. Again,
the current envelope may be reshaped to provide an area for
an associated picture without overlapping ads or previously
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placed items.
Eventually, a story envelope with the correct enclosed
area will be obtained, whose height-to-width ratio is as close
to the desired policy as the selection of available column
widths allows and in which any associated pictures can fit.
When using the desired story template as a guide the associated
picture is placed within the story envelope. Finally, the
headline will occupy the area at the top part of the story
envelope. As one can see from the previous description, the
associated picture and headline of the story are not taken
into consideration during the formation of the story envelope
except to check that the picture will fit in the envelope
without overlapping adjacent ads, stories or pictures.
Figure A.3 illustrates step-by-step how the envelope
of story A in the previous example of Fig. A.2- is constructed
and placed. Recall that story A is selected as the next
story to be laid out due to the fact that its tentative layout
location shown in Fig. A.3(a) is intersected by the placement
story C during final layout. As the first step in placing
story A, the initial story envelope is calculated according
to the story size and the specified height-to-width ratio
1 : 1. It is then aligned, as shown in Fig. A.3(b), to the
left-most column at the bottom of the remaining news hole.
The envelope is shifted to the left by three columns and
tentative
(a) (b)
I I I
AD
(C
(c)
(e) (f)
Fig. A.3 Example of Story Envelope Formation
(d)
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the top boundary is moved up, because of the page boundary
and the overlap with previously placed story C, respectively.
The intermediate results of these two steps are depicted in
Fig. A.3(c) and (d). Since the present story envelope is
too short to accommodate the associated picture, it is then
made narrower by one column and taller, keeping the envelope
area constant. The resultant outline of the story envelope
is shown in Fig. A.3(e). In the final step of Fig. A.3(f),
the associated picture is positioned at the upper-left corner
of the story envelope and the headline is designated at the
top.
APPENDIX B
TESTING OF THE SEQUENTIAL NEWS LAYOUT ALGORITHM
In order to achieve a better understanding of the problem,
the experimental sequential news-layout system was used to
test the initial concepts of automated news layout. A set
of test data from an eight-column newspaper has been generated
and stored in the computer as inputs for the layout system.
The data include a group of stories and pictures, policy
specifications, and a display-ads dummy, as follows:
Data Bases for News-Layout Test
(1) News Stories
Slug
Nixon
bussing
speech
hijacking
background
rebels
egypt
israel
meyer
* Preassigned
Area Importance Page
Page
28 7
Associated
With
Nixon
bussing
41
25
26
38
44
26
22
24
hijacking
* units in column-inch
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S lug
russia
spring-cleanup
india
ghandi
ireland
Area PreassignedImportance Page
36
25
19
14
21
Associated
With
india
garbage-collection
tiger
inflation
china-trip
British
pyramids
canada
trudeau
roxbury
local-spring
french-wine
import-law
heroin-ring
rising-crime
renewed-boming
hanoi-speech
french-wine14
22
25
26
heroin-ring
renewed-bombing
20
16
66
29
19
16
24
ireland
canada
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(2) Photos
Slug
nixon
busses
pyramids
pet
Head Area Cap. Area Importance
4.5
4.5
1.0 2.2
Sze**
Size(s) AssociatedWith
22 30 china-trip
22 32 bussing
32 41
32 35
22 22 pyramids
11 11
22 20
22 30
trudeau
66 20 heroin-ring
11 40
22 22 renewed-bombing
1.75
2.5
22 22
32 32
44 29
22 37
11 15
* units in column-inch
** units in pica (= 1 inch)
needle
bombers
airmen
Santa
voting
flood
hero
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(3) Story Assignment Policy
Dept. names
Sections
Fixed items
Jumps from
Jumps to
news, editorial, sports, entertainment
a, b
= Masthead (Page 1, news); (Page 1,
editorial); (Page 1, sports)
= (1) from all news pages; (2) no jumps
from editorial pages
(1) preferred jumps from Page 1
news to last page of section 'a';
(2) jumps to back page of section
'a' restricted to columns 1 - 4
Picture percentage = (1) 4 - 10% all pages; (2) 8 - 15%
page 3, news; (3) 0 - 5% editorial;
(4) 10 - 18% pages 1 - 3, sports
Lead percentage
Story adjustment
Desired number of
stories
= 4% all pages
= (1) reduction 10%, expansion 5%,
all pages;
(2) reduction 5%, expansion 10%,
pages 2 - 3, news;
(3) reduction 20%, expansion 10%,
editorial
= 5 - 8, page 1, news
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(4) Page Layout Policy
Height/width ratios =
Page template
weighting
Story templates
Story template
weighting
Page templates
template
pa
pb
pc
pd
pe
pf
(1) height/width = 1/2, pages 1 - 3,
news
(2) height/width = 1/3, rest of news
= (1) importance wt = 5, area wt = 3,
page 1, news;
(2) importance wt = 3, area wt = 5,
pages 2 - 3, news;
(3) importance wt = 4, area wt = 1,
rest of news
= selection by area, selection group =
tl-tr, all pages
= importance wt = 2, area wt = 1,
all pages
= selection by pictures, selection
group pa-po (see below), all pages
no. of photos
1 -
I?I
2
2
template
pg
ph
pi
pJ
pk
pl
pm
pn
po
no. of photos
IJ
eI1
(5) Ads Dummy
Page 4
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Page 1 Page 3Page 2 Page 5 Page 8
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Story Assignment Test
Utilizing the display-ads dummy and news data, the
story assignment task has been tested. The output of this
story assignment process is a news budget for each page (in
this case, pages 1-5 and 8 of the News Department) and the
results are summarized as follows:
Story Assignment Results
(1) Assigned Stories and Photos
Stories
Page 1 rising-crime
renewed-bombing
egypt
china-trip
hijacking
Jumped
to page 8
to page 8
to page 8
Pictures
bombing
nixon
Page 2 names & faces (feature)
heroin-ring
meyer
Nixon to page 3
speech to page 3
bussing to page 3
Page 3 trudeau
bussing
pet
from page 2
needle
busses
Jumped Pictures
from page 2
from page 2
to page 4
to page 4
Page 4 pyramids
russia
British
local-spring
roxbury
Page 5 rebels
french-wine
Page 8 china-trip
renewed-bombing
egypt
pyramids
from page 3
from page 3
to ?
from page 1
from page 1
from page 1
airmen
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Stories
Page 3 Nixon
speech
russia
British
Santa
hero
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(2) Unassigned Stories and Photos
Unassigned Stories Unassigned Photos
spring-cleanup voting
israel flood
hanoi-speech
india
background
ireland
inflation
ghandi
import-laws
garbage-collection
The only deficiency in the present algorithm concerns the
jumping of stories near the end of the department. Note that
the story 'REBEL' on page 5 jumps to an unspecified page.
This can easily be corrected by modifying the present story
jumping decision to allow a check on the space left in the
department to ensure enough room to accommodate the jumped
portion of the story before it actually does it. Otherwise,
the results are acceptable and judging from this example,
there seems to be no fundamental difficulty in the story
assignment process.
Tentative Layout Test
With the display-ads dummy and the news budget produced
by the story assignment process, the tentative layout algorithm
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has been tested by laying out the six pages (pages 1 to 5
and 8) of the News Department. Tentative layout is performed
on five out of these six pages (pages 1 to 4 and 8) because
of the existence of pictures or stories with pictures assigned
to these pages. The story height-width ratio specified for
this test is 1 : 2 for pages 1 to 3 and 1 : 3 for pages 4,
5, and 8. The results are shown in Fig. B.1 and appear
satisfactory. For each page, the template selected from the
template library in the page layout file is also indicated
below the corresponding page dummy.
Final Page Layout Tests
Following the tentative layout for pages with pictures,
the final layout algorithm was tested by laying out all six
pages of the News Department. That is, the stories and
pictures assigned to each page were actually positioned in
accordance with the story/picture placement algorithm described
in Appendix A. The final page dummies, which show the outlines
of stories and pictures on the pages, are depicted in Fig. B.2
where pictures are represented by cross-marked boxes and the
areas occupied by story slugs are headline areas.
As one can see from the page dummies, most of the
stories tend to be wide and short because the Height/Width
ratios are specified as 1 : 2 or 1 : 3. Also note that the
PAGE 1
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layout of page 3 is incomplete sice the independent picture
'SANTA' does not fit into the remaining news hole (an inde-
pendent picture is one not associated with any story).
Furthermore, there seems to exist some fundamental problems
such as the splitting of the news story 'RENEWED-BOMBING' on
page 1 from its associated picture 'BOMBERS'.
Another layout utilizing exactly the same story
assignment result but with different Height/Width ratios
2 : 1 for the first three pages and 3 : 1 for the rest of
the pages, was carried out in order to get more feel for the
scope of the problems. The final page dummies are depicted
in Fig. B.3. Notice that page 3 is laid out completely this
time but stories 'RUSSIA' and 'NIXON' are split by the
independent picture 'SANTA'.
In the previous two example layouts, all the stories
and pictures on the pages are laid out with a bottom-up
scheme. That is, the placing of stories and pictures starts
at the bottom of the news hole and works up toward the top of
the page, with the least important story being laid out
first. In order to evaluate the results of a top-to-bottom
scheme, the algorithm was modified and another layout was
performed. In this test the layout order was reversed,
starting from the top of the page with the most important
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story being placed first, and a news layout dummy with height-
to-width ratios 1 : 2 and 1 : 3 was obtained. The results
are shown in Fig. B.4 and appear to share the same deficiency
with the previous two examples.
In general, as we can see from the three test examples,
there exists the same classes of fundamental problems in the
present news layout algorithm no matter what the Height/Width
ratio is or where the layout starts on the page. In Appendix C,
several classes of deficiencies uncountered in a sequential
news layout system are discussed.
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APPENDIX C
DEFICIENCIES OF THE EXPERIMENTAL LAYOUT SYSTEM
In the previous appendix, we have presented three test
results of the experimental sequental news-layout system
using the same set of news data, but various height-to-width
ratios and two different layout schemes, namely, top-down
and bottom-up. As the result, several classes of fundamental
problems are found to be critical to the one-item-at-a-time
approach, and they are discussed as follows:
Final Photo Location Not Guided by Selected Page-Template
In the experimental layout system described in Appendix A,
a page template together with the tentative layout process
is used to produce an acceptable picture pattern on the page.
Items assigned to the page are divided into two categories,
--- stories with photos, and stories without photos. The
former are placed tentatively first, and during layout, are
selected as the next item to be laid out whenever its tentative
location is disrupted by the placement of an item. Unfortunately,
this relative simple-minded algorithm for story selection
and placement fails to accomplish its original design goal
which is to keep the picture location as close to the selected
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page template as possible. In fact, in some cases, it does
not even achieve a balanced picture spread over the page.
For example, in Fig. A.2(c), both the story A and B are placed
close together on the right-side of the page despite the fact
that the tentative layout calls for one photo on the upper-
left corner and the other in the middle right-side of the
page (see Fig. A.2(b)). The failure to follow the selected
page template in laying out photos is also well illustrated
by comparing the final test results depicted in Figs B.2-B.4
with the tentative layout result in Fig. B.l. These results
illustrate that the page template serves only as a very
loose guide for the final photo placement.
Non-Uniform Page Appearance
Another major problem associated with the present
order of placing stories/pictures is the non-uniform appearance
of the final page layout. As illustrated in Figs. B.2-B.4,
the shapes of story envelopes near the place where the layout
starts tend to be more rectangular than those placed afterwards.
Without any consideration of the resultant news-hole during
story/picture placement, the less news-hole left, the more
irregular the next story envelope is likely to be.
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Unsatisfactory Headline and Associated Picture Location
Within the Story Envelope
As described in Appendix A, after a story is selected
as the next item to be placed, its envelope is constructed
with the correct total area allowing for the specified
height-to-width ratio and the dimensions of any associated
picture, and avoiding any overlapped area with previous
placed items. Once the resultant envelope is formed and
placed, the headline and associated picture area are then
designated using the selected story-picture template as a
guide.
This two-step approach to the placement of story and
picture has serious drawbacks. Without consideration of the
picture and headline in the story envelope construction, the
resultant envelope may offer little chance to locate
the headline and associated picture satisfactorily. For
example, in the layout results depicted in Fig. B.2, the
story text area of 'RENEWED-BOMBING' on page 1 is split
into two non-contiguous segments as the result of placing
its associated picture 'BOMBERS'. On page 5, the headline
of 'REBEL' extends over the top of a display ad, and has a
shorter area over the ad.
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Non-Contiguous News Hole
In order not to confuse the reader, the story texts
are required to flow continuously on the page. However,
since no special efforts are made to keep a monolithic
unoccupied news area in the experimental layout system, stories
are often separated from each other. For example, in Fig. B.4,
the jumped portion of story 'EGYPT' on page 8 is cut off by
the story 'RENEWED-BOMBING'. In the layout results presented
in Appendix B (Fig. B.2-B.4), all the split story sections
are marked as shaded areas. This segmentation of news story
problem is regarded as one of the most fundamental issues
in a sequential news layout system.
Figure C.1 illustrates an example of two non-adjacent
segments of news-holes, A and B, split by story C. To avoid
this condition during layout, it is important that placement
of a story does not create two or more isolated segments in
the remaining news-hole. If separate news-hole segments are
created, non-contiguous stories can be prevented only if
an exact fit from the remaining news items assigned to the
page can be found for each news-hole segment.
Preventing the present story from creating a non-contiguous
news-hole is relatively straight-forward, but that is not
enough. Determining the damage to the connectivity of the
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Fig. C.1 Illustration of Non-Contiguous Unoccupied News Area
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news-hole, which makes layout of the remaining stories more
difficult, further complicates the problem. For example,
as a result of the two non-adjacent news areas created in
Fig. C.1, story C is then reshaped by reducing its height-
width-ratio as close to its initial specified ratio as possible
and also keeping a contiguous unoccupied news area. The
resultant envelope is shown in Fig. C.2. Although the remaining
news-hole is still contiguous in essence, the narrow news
strip between the story and the ad definitely makes the
layout for remaining stories more difficult, if not impossible.
In general, the non-contiguous news-hole can happen
no matter where the story placement starts. But with the
pyramid style of the ads layout, the remaining news-hole
frequently contains narrow wells of one or two columns at
the bottom, which can be easily cut off from other unoccupied
news area if a top-down layout algorithm is used. By starting
from the bottom, these wells are filled first, and thus
reduce (but not eliminate) the probability of creating a
non-contiguous news area. Figure C.3 illustrates a layout
where the remaining news-hole is separated using a bottom-up
placement scheme. In the figure the encircled numbers within
the story envelopes indicate the order in which they are
placed. Therefore, for a page with display ads, it is
better in dealing with the non-contiguous news-hole problem
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Fig. C.2 Reshaping of Story Envelope to Create
a Contiguous Unoccupied News Area
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Remaining Non-Contiguous News-Hole
Fig. C.3 Possible Occurrence of Non-Contiguous News-hole
Using Bottom-Up Story Placement Scheme
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if a bottom-up story placement scheme is chosen.
Generally speaking, for bottom-up layout, a story
envelope with a much higher top line than those of adjacent
items could potentially damage the connectivity of the remaining
news-hole. Similarly, for top-down layout, the bottom line
of a story envelope has to be kept as close to those of
adjacent items as possible to prevent possible news-area
cutoff. This implies that the occurrence of non-contiguous
news-hole is less likely on pages with relatively low specified
height-width ratio. Therefore, one possible solution to
the non-contiguous news-hole problem is to reduce the height
of the story envelope, if possible, whenever a potential
news-hole cutoff is detected. Of course, this strategy
weakens the control of height-width ratio over the layout
style. Besides, for stories with associated pictures, the
height of story envelope may not always be reduced because
of the fixed dimensions of pictures.
In addition, the problem of non-contiguous news areas
is further complicated for pages with independent pictures
assigned to them. Since the dimensions of these pictures
are fixed, and no story texts are associated with them, we
can no longer solve the problem by reducing the story/picture
envelope height. Instead, the pictures can only be moved
around to achieve a contiguous unoccupied news area. For
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example,in the layout result depicted in Fig. B.3, the picture
'SANTA' can be shifted to the right by two columns to eliminate
the separated news area. Although the resultant remaining
area is contiguous by such a move, the narrow distance
between the pictures 'SANTA' and 'HERO' still tends to separate
the news-hole into two segments making the follow-on layout
more difficult, as mentioned previously. In this case, it
is best to move the picture further down to the top of the
story 'BUSSING'.
From the previous discussion, we conclude that keeping
the news-hole as a contiguous area for layout is not a simple
task. One has to consider several layout parameters at the
same time such as the specified height-width ratio, the ads
shapes, the starting layout location, and the characteristics
of the item to be placed.
APPENDIX D
THE BACKUS NORMAL FORM DEFINITION OF A LANGUAGE
Backus-Normal-Form (BNF) is a notation of writing
grammar that is commonly used to specify the syntax of languages.
In BNF, intermediate-language constructs are written as names
enclosed in corner brackets "< >". The production (or re-
write) rules are string-transformation rules with the symbol
:= (read "is replaced by") separating the left-hand and
right-hand side. The rules are used to describe how language
constructs can be formed or produced. The string on the left-
hand side of the rule represents a particular language cons-
truct to be transformed, and the right-hand side string indi-
cates a replacement for the construct on the left-hand side.
Alternative ways of rewriting a given language construct are
separated by a vertical bar, I , (read as "or").
Taking English syntax for example, assume that the
language construct "sentence" can be defined as a "noun phrase"
followed by a "verb phrase"; also assume "noun phrase" is an
"article" followed by a "noun", and that "verb phrase"is a
"verb" followed by an "adverb". In the BNF notation, these
grammar rules about English syntax can be expressed by the
following production rules:
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< sentence >
< verb phrase >
< noun phrase >
::= < noun phrase > < verb phrase >
::= < verb > < adverb >
::= < article > < noun >
For the purpose of illustration, let us further assume that
the only article we have in the English vocabulary is the
word "The", the only noun is "student", the only verb is
"studies", and that the adverbs are the words "hard" and "slowly".
Then, in BNF notation, these rules can be written as the
following productions:
< article > ::= The
< noun > ::= student
< verb
< adverb > ::=
> ::= studies
hard I slowly
To generate a string in the English, one can take a particular
language construct from the left-hand side of rules (1) through
(7) and replace it by the string on the right-hand side to
form a new string. This process is repeated until all the
symbols in the string are the words in the vocabulary. For
example, to generate a noun phrase in the English, first apply
rule (3) to replace < noun phrase > by < article > < noun >,
then use rules (4) and (5) to produce a noun phrase "The
student". As a more complex example, the English sentence
"The student studies hard"
can be derived by a sequence of applications of the rewrite
rules (1) to (7) as shown in the tree structure of Fig. D.1
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
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where the numbers in circles indicate the production rules
to be applied at each stage of the generation process.
According to our English syntax specified by the BNF
production rules listed above, the only other allowable sen-
tence of the language is
"The student studies slowly"
Any other combinations of the words in the vocabulary are
considered illegal sentences. Thus, by having a formal
specification of language syntax such as the BNF notation,
one can define the language syntax rigorously and then express
precisely what are the legal sentences of a language.
< sentence >
< noun phrase > < verb phrase >
< article > < noun > < verb > < adverb >
The student studies hard
Fig. D.1 Generating of an English Sentence
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